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Xhawula M3’s diversified strategy includes the recent 
mobilisation of a Cat powered Metso Lokotrack crushing 
and screening plant set-up to reclaim a discard dump for 
downstream processing and sale as power station coal.
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Cape Town once again hosted a 
busy Mining Indaba. This year’s 
Indaba was the largest held to date 
and reflects the level of interest in 
Africa’s mineral resources.

What emerged from this gathering 
was an underlying sense of distrust 
between many African governments 
and those who would invest in 
mining the continent’s resources. 
Also there is a lack of trust between 
employers and employees. There 

seems to be a feeling that mining companies are somehow 
getting more than their fair share of the profits.

To illustrate: I stopped by the stand of an Australian 
company that has been working for some years to bring 
a North African potash project into production. Already, 
this company has made a very substantial investment 
in proving up the resource and researching the best 
metallurgical processes for this orebody.

After some small talk, the company’s representative 
dropped a bombshell. He explained that the government 
of the country had demanded a 50% stake in the potential 
potash miner. This transfer of ownership would be for 
free. When I expressed my astonishment, the company 
spokesperson agreed: “If we give away 50% of the 
company, then the project is quite simply not worth the 
effort.”

He added that the company was in talks with the 
government to resolve this issue. What I found 
surprising is that the government could have made 
such a demand in the first place. An exploration/mining 
company is no different to any other company in that it 
is not in a position to give 50% of its equity away.

In business, even though it is not defined in writing, 
or drafted in any contract, the concept of fairness 
is vital. It is possible to retain teams of high-
priced lawyers, and draft contracts that cover 
every eventuality, but if there is not some form of 
commitment to fairness from all the parties involved 
in a deal, then the business will founder. In South 
Africa’s labour unrest, one can understand the 
frustration of employers that have to deal with unions 
that often have no intention of upholding their end of 
any agreement.

Likewise, the mining investment market is 
understandably wary when being asked to invest 
in countries where the regulatory set up is open to 
alteration, and the terms laid down by government 
change from time to time. 

Unless there is commitment to fair dealing, many 
African countries may well find themselves struggling to 
attract foreign direct investment. The depth of finance 
and the time needed to establish a world class mining 
operation mean that investors in this sector need better 
than average returns on investment and a very good 

Andrew Lanham – 
Editor,  
Mining Review Africa

Fair dealing not rocket science
measure of certainly of their investments realising their 
promise.

Speaking at the Indaba, Cynthia Carroll emphasised the 
fact that without fair dealing, progress in business is not 
possible. “The first truth is that there is no future for any 
society without law and order. Public order is the bedrock 
without which civilization collapses. Last year in South 
Africa we saw violence and unrest across the mining 
industry and also in other sectors. 

Violence and criminality are always unacceptable and they 
must never be tolerated by society,” Carroll emphasised.

One hopes that against calls for resource nationalization 
and sweeping new taxes and royalties, that good 
sense will be forthcoming from governments of Africa. 
While mining companies seek to maximise profits, their 
managements are usually not unreasonable. It is now time 
that governments of countries such as Zimbabwe and 
Guinea commit themselves to fair dealing and create a 
mining friendly investor climate for the long term benefit of 
their peoples. 
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By Lionel Williams

NCONDEZI PREPARES FOR 2014 START
Work on the construction of a coal-
fired power plant owned by London-
based and listed mining company 
Ncondezi Coal is due to begin in 
March 2014 in the Moatize district, in 
the Tete province of Mozambique.

The definitive feasibility study (DFS) 
confirms technical and economic 
viability of a large-scale, long 
life, open pit mine supporting an 
integrated 1800MW power plant. 
However, the company has decided 
to implement a phased development 
approach, rather than pursue 
immediate development of the large 
scale, high capital expenditure 
project as defined in the mine DFS.

The first phase, which will involve 
the development of the Ncondezi 
project into an integrated coal mine 
and 300MW mine-mouth power 
station, is expected to trigger a mini 
economic explosion with substantial 
investment in the country’s Tete 
province.

This will generate domestic revenue 
streams, stimulating regional 
development, creating employment 
opportunities as well as openings for 
Southern African contractors, and 
strengthening and diversifying the 
country’s production base.

The Ncondezi Coal Company owns 
100% of the 804L and 805L licences, 
known as the Ncondezi project, and it 

has estimated resources of 4.7 billion 
tonnes of coal.

The project is located in the Zambezi 
coal basin, one of the largest 
undeveloped coal regions in the 

world. The mine is located around 
25km from the Sena railroad, which 
ends at the town of Moatize. The 
power plant will be only 95km from 
the national grid’s power transmission 
line leading from the Cahora Bassa 
hydroelectric dam.

Of immediate interest and importance 
is the first phase of development 
– the 300MW integrated mine and 
power plant project, which will use 
existing transmission capacity to 
meet current demand. 

The 300MW project is targeting 
construction from 2014 and 
commissioning in 2017 at an 
estimated cost of between US$500 
and US$600 million. A construction 
launch next year means that the time 
for planning and finalising the various 
contracts involved is now.

Ncondezi Coal’s power project is 
closely aligned to the Mozambican 
Government’s stated objective of 
accelerating the electrification of the 
country and expanding access to 
electricity. 

Mozambique is the largest exporter 
of power to South Africa and yet 
only 20% of the country is currently 
electrified. The 300MW project will 
help Mozambique maximise the 
potential of its resources creating 
direct and indirect jobs, in-country 
beneficiation, contributing to the 
economic development of the 
country’s industrial and consumer 
bases and most importantly 
advancing social upliftment.

The export component of the 
Ncondezi Project will be initiated  
only when rail and port infrastructure 
in Mozambique is sufficiently 
advanced.

Contact:
Manish Kotecha, COO
2nd Floor Wickham’s Cay II 
Tortola 
British Virgin Islands
Tel.: +44 207 183 5402
E-mail: info@ncondezicoal.com

Map showing proposed Ncondezi power routes 
and transmission lines.

The Ncondezi power plant will be only 95km from the national grid’s power transmission 
line from the Cahora Bassa hydroelectric dam (Seen here).
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US$2BILLION FOR VENETIA UNDERGROUND

One of the biggest mining projects in 
Southern African history – construction 
of an underground mine beneath the 
currently operating open pit Venetia 
diamond mine in the Limpopo province 
of South Africa – is about to grab the 
attention of a wide variety of mining 
contractors throughout the country, and 
further afield. 

The De Beers Group of Companies 
has announced that it will invest 
approximately US$2 billion to build the 

new underground mine which will extend the life of Venetia 
until 2042 and replace the open pit as South Africa’s largest 
diamond mine. 

This announcement follows receipt of the final outstanding 
regulatory clearances earlier this month.

The immediate development and build phase of the 
underground mine – now due to start any day – is expected 
to create 1,000 jobs over the next nine years while open pit 
mining operations continue. Underground operations will begin 
production in 2021, yielding approximately 96Mcts during the 
life of the mine, and securing more than 3,000 jobs. 

The project will employ semi-skilled and skilled workers, 
drawn primarily from the region and trained for the project, 
mostly acquiring technical skills that will enhance the country’s 
technical skill resource base. The bulk of all equipment and 
services will be sourced in South Africa. 

De Beers Consolidated Mines (DBCM) CEO Phillip Barton 
stated: “The De Beers Venetia underground project team has 
been assessing the safest and most economic options to 
extend the mining operations at Venetia mine, and to unlock 
the extensive ore reserves beneath the open pit. Venetia will 
play a major role in the future of De Beers,” he added.

The Venetia Mine underground project was approved in 2012 
by the De Beers and Anglo American Boards. Environmental 
authorisation was granted in July 2012, and the Environmental 
Management Plan was approved by the Department of 
Mineral Resources in October. The final outstanding regulatory 
clearances were obtained earlier this month.

Contact:
Tom Tweedy
Cr. Diamond Drive and Crownwood Road
Theta Extension 4, Johannesburg 2013
Tel: (011) 374-7173
E-mail: tom.tweedy@debeersgroup.com

NEW MANGANESE PROJECT  
IN TOGO

Latest development in its drive to target near-term 
production in West Africa, Ferrex plc – an AIM-
quoted iron ore and manganese development 
company focused on Africa – is about to finalise a 
new manganese project in north-Eastern Togo.

The London-based company holds an 85% 
interest in the Nayega manganese project, which 
consists of five exploration permits covering 92,390 
hectares. These permits incorporate the Nayega 
deposit, which hosts a JORC Code compliant 
indicated resource of 7.3Mt @ 14.7% Mn. 

More importantly for contractors, Ferrex managing 
director Dave Reeves expressed the opinion 
that the project, which has direct access to the 
regionally important deepwater port of Lomé, had 
the potential to be developed into a low capital 
and operating cost manganese mine in the near 
term.

“We hope to have good news regarding our Togo 
operation any day now,” he said. “A definitive 
feasibility study is underway, and is due to be 
completed in the first half of 2013, subject to the 
award of a mining licence.”

This means that a formal decision to mine can 
be expected around July, after which work on 
the construction will be launched more or less 
immediately

“The company is steadily progressing with 
development plans and has confirmed that the 
Nayega deposit is amenable to development 
as a shallow open pit operation with no waste 
stripping. Preliminary metallurgical test work 
indicates that ore can be easily processed via a 
low-cost process route of screening and gravity 
concentration,” Reeves added. 

The all-important aspect of infrastructure presents 
no problems for contractors, with good road 
access to Lomé 600km away.

Any contractors who become attracted to life 
in Togo will be pleased to hear that a very real 
opportunity exists for further contracts in the 
future. Regional exploration is already underway 
on the larger lease area to define additional 
targets to increase the resource and boost life-of-
mine prospects for the project.

Contact:
Dave Reeves, managing director, Ferrex Plc 
Coveham House 
Downside Bridge Road, Cobham 
KT11 3EP.  U.K. 
Tel: +44 (0)1932 918803
E-mail: dave@ferrexplc.com

De Beers Consolidated 
Mines CEO Phillip 
Barton.

Haul trucks at work in close formation at Venetia diamond mine.
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New Zimbabwe tungsten project in 
production this year 
Premier African Minerals Limited – the 
AIM-quoted multi-commodity natural 
resource company with mineral 
projects in West and Southern Africa – 
says its flagship RHA tungsten project 
in Zimbabwe could be in production 
before the end of this year.
http://www.miningreview.com/node/21868

Railroad from tete to Nacala in Mozambique ready in second half of 2014
Vale Mozambique – a subsidiary of Brazilian mining giant Vale SA – has 
signed a cooperation agreement with Mozambican state rail and port 
company Portos e Caminhos de Ferro de Moçambique (CFM) to build what is 
termed the “Nacala logistics corridor.”
http://www.miningreview.com/node/21844

For advertising information please 
contact Bob Stephen at  
bstephen@iafrica.com

To submit content to miningreview.
com please contact  
editor@miningreview.com

De Beers to invest US$2 billion in 
Venetia underground mine
The De Beers Group of Companies 
has announced that it will invest 
approximately US$2 billion to build a 
new underground mine beneath the 
currently operating open pit Venetia 
mine in the Limpopo province of  
South Africa.
http://www.miningreview.com/node/21862

Guinea publishes mining deals 
online 
The government of Guinea has 
published contracts it has signed with 
mining firms, including majors Rio 
Tinto and RUSAL, in a bid for more 
transparency in a sector plagued by 
corruption and mismanagement.
http://www.miningreview.com/node/21866

Zimbabwean government seizes 
land from Implats unit
The government of Zimbabwe has 
seized some land owned by Zimplats 
Holdings Limited, the country’s 
biggest platinum miner, “with 
immediate effect,”  according to the 
country’s mines minister Obert Mpofu.
http://www.miningreview.com/node/21845

By Andrew Lanham, Editor, Mining Review Africa

South Africa’s gas potential on the rise
South Africa’s success in its efforts to discover significant oil or gas has been 
limited so far. Now the international oil company Anadarko Petroleum Corp 
has announced that it has signed a deal with the South African parastatal 
Petrosa to begin exploration off the country’s coast. 
http://www.miningreview.com/node/21918

EDItoRIAL INSIGHt

Mining Review Africa  
is digital!

Each print magazine is published 
online with page-turning, 
bookmarking and note-taking 
capability. Notifications will be sent 
to you when a new issue becomes 
available. You will also be able 
to access the digital edition via 
our weekly e-news. Watch out for 
future editions that will incorporate 
interactive technical articles, trade 
show coverage, webinar invitations 
and podcast downloads.
http://www.miningreview.com

Namibia set to achieve greater energy independence
Namibia’s economic growth potential lies in the expansion of its mines – 
particularly uranium – as well as an increased need for energy independence, 
and the discovery of oil and gas.
http://www.miningreview.com/node/21885

•	 Mining Review Africa was the official source in 2009 when Carte 
Blanche began their investigation into the recently aired feature 
‘Diamonds are not forever’ uncovering the complexities of the trans 
Hex / De Beers development.

•	 Miningreview.com is updated daily
•	 Mining Review Africa’s free weekly e-newsletter covers the biggest  

stories of the week as well as the hottest news items. Sign up today at 
www.miningreview.com!

•	 Advertising in all twelve editions of Mining Review Africa qualifies you for 
a free annual PRO+ www.miningreview.com subscription 

•	 Whether your focus is worldwide, regional or one sector of the industry, 
miningreview.com has you covered. Bookmark your regional or industry 
sector page for daily reference today. 
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Cast Products:   Tel +27 11 842 9303
Rolled Steel Products:  Tel +27 11 842 9359

Join Scaw’s global safety and productivity drive, call:

S12127/12133/3817

A TRUSTED 
INDUSTRY LEADER

The Scaw Metals Group is a South African company serving international markets.

Visit us at Electra Mining!
Hall 6, Stand H8
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GOLD & COPPER IN THE DRC

Another two African mining projects that are about to happen in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC ) are the Katanga concessions 
copper project in the south-eastern corner of the country, and the 
Zani Kodo gold operation in the north-east.

The copper project is a joint venture between London-based pan-
African, multi-commodity resources company Mwana Africa plc 
and leading Chinese copper enterprise Zhejiang Hailiang Company 
Limited (Hailiang).

Listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange in China, Hailiang is the 
country’s biggest copper tube exporter and manufacturer of copper 
alloy tubes; China‘s second largest manufacturer of copper tubes; 
and one of its main manufacturers of copper bars and precision 
copper rods. 

Apart from its operations in the DRC, Mwana Africa has a broad 
range of exploration projects and interests in Zimbabwe, South 
Africa, Angola, Ghana and Botswana. It also has a diverse asset 
base, including gold, nickel, copper, cobalt and diamonds.

The joint venture between Hailiang and Mwana covers 28 licences 
held by Mwana in the Katanga. “It will allow our copper exploration 
and development programme in the DRC to be accelerated 
significantly,” says Mwana Africa CEO Kalaa Mpinga. 

Mwana’s objective for both the Katanga copper project and the Zani 
Kodo gold project is to be producing there by the end of the 2015. 
Needless to say, that means that decisions to mine will need to 
made in the next few months, and contractors will have to be on the 
job well before the end of 2013.

Early estimates for the Zani Kodo operation indicate the overall cost 
of the project would run to somewhere between US$200,000 and 
US$300,000. “Initial thinking is leaning towards an output of 150,000 
to 250,000ozpa of gold, but we may find during the course of the BFS 
that this output doesn’t make sense, and that we should do 300,000oz 
or more. There could be a possibility of starting with a small open pit 
and then moving into an underground mine later,” says Mpinga. 
 
“We have just announced a JORC-compliant resource update 
showing a 30% increase to 2.6Mt,” he concludes. 

Contact:
Kalaa Mpinga, CEO, Mwana Africa
1st Floor, Block B, Sandton Place 
100 West Street / 68 Weirda Road East, Sandton 
Johannesburg, South Africa
Tel: +27 11 883 9550/1
E-mail: kmpinga@mwanaafrica.com

Gold pour at Mwana’s Freda Rebecca mine in Zimbabwe – soon to be 
emulated at Zani Kodo in the DRC.

SULA IRON & GOLD PLC 
PROMISING SAMPLE RESULTS 
IN SIERRA LEONE
 
Sula Iron & Gold plc, an iron ore and gold 
exploration company focussed on Sierra 
Leone, has announced that channel sampling 
has confirmed the presence of high-grade 
iron mineralisation at the Company’s wholly 
owned 153 sq km iron and gold exploration 
licence. The Licence is located in the northern 
part of the Sula-Kangari Greenstone Belt in 
Sierra Leone and is contiguous to African 
Minerals’ operational Tonkolili 12.8 billion 
tonne iron mine in Sierra Leone.
 

High grade assay results have been 
returned from two channel samples collected 
in the Area 1 target zone of the Licence.  
Area 1 is located at the northern end of a  
3.1 km long banded iron formation (‘BIF’) 
that is coincident with a strong, linear 
magnetic anomaly extending from the 
Tonkolili licence area. 
 
Channel samples were taken across a  
50 metre wide BIF outcrop; with the 
exception of a 10 metre wide break 
in outcrop that could not be sampled.  
Importantly, grades were consistent across 
the outcrop confirming field observations that 
the BIF does not suffer from dilution by non-
ferrous bands.
 
A 2,000 metre diamond drill programme 
is scheduled to test the strike continuity, 
thickness and grade of the BIF in Area 1.  
Sula’s Non-Executive Technical Director 
Chris Wilson said, “With results of 18 metres 
at 51.83 % Fe and 22 metres at 56.22 % Fe, 
Area 1 remains a high priority target for our 
iron exploration.  We are now at a drill ready 
status and I look forward to beginning the 
2,000m drill programme.
 
“In addition, we continue to operate a dual 
commodity exploration focus at our licence 
area in order to prove up both the iron ore 
and gold potential.  Consequently Sula looks 
set to maximise the licence area’s resource 
potential.”

Hermatite enriched banded iron formation
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Operating throughout the Mpumalanga coalfields, 
the Witbank based Xhawula M3 Group of 
companies provides multi-disciplinary umbrella 

services to blue chip concerns as a surface and 
underground contractor, coal transport and logistics 
operator, in addition to solutions that include plant hire, 
earthmoving, weighbridge management, and labour hire 
to the mines.

This scope will soon be expanded to include full-scale 
mining for Xhawula M3’s own account once pending 
South African government licence approvals have 
been granted. The initial downstream project scope, 
in conjunction with joint venture partners, includes 
the acquisition of an existing surface mine that will 
subsequently mature into an underground development. 

Later, there could be potential for an investment in open 
cut green field sites.

In all respects, then, Xhawula M3’s pure coal focus is 
being constantly refined through strategic diversification 
into niche markets. This includes the company’s coal 
washing business. The group already operates a washing 
plant at its Rondebult site, and recently invested in an 
additional facility at Doornrug to support a new coal dump 
processing project at Landau colliery’s Schoongezicht 
mini-pit operation, near Ogies. 

Xhawula M3 has secured the sole mandate for this  
dump, which is continuously being expanded with the 

COAL DUMP TO 
DELIVER THERMAL 
ENERGY
Xhawula M3’s diversified strategy includes the recent mobilisation of a Cat powered Metso 
Lokotrack crushing and screening plant set-up to reclaim a discard dump for downstream 
processing and sale as power station coal.

addition of ‘as arising’ material flowing from the mining 
programme. In its present form, the dump contains 
approximately 4.9 million tonnes of in-situ material, 
predominately coal with allied shale and sandstone 
compositions.

“Once crushed and screened, this dump has the potential 
to yield around 2,5 million tonnes of saleable thermal coal 
after being washed and blended with a higher quality coal 
‘sweetener’, thereby meeting the required ‘C’ grade power 
station specification,” explains Xhawula general manager, 
Sean Klopper. 

The dump has variations: the top level is typically 
weathered coal yielding around a 14 CV (Calorific Value) 
whilst deeper levels have a 16 to 17 CV. C grade coal has 
a specification of approximately 22.5 CV, hence the need 
for blending at the beneficiation stage. 

At full ramp-up, Xhawula M3 anticipates that it will crush 
and screen an average of 80 000 tonnes a month, with 
the capacity to increase this to around 100 000 tonnes on 
a 24/7 shift operation.

Processing these volumes is the task of a dedicated 
Metso Mobile track-mounted plant comprising a Lokotrack 
LT1213 impact crusher and a Lokotrack ST4.8 triple deck 
screen, supported by a Cat earthmoving fleet for the 
materials handling and loading requirements. (Barloworld 

Xhawula general manager, Sean Klopper (left), together with 
Barloworld Equipment Metso Mobile sales consultants Grant 
Gehrung (centre) and Lantie van der Merwe. 

The Metso Lokotrack ST4.8 is an ideal choice for the accurate 
classification of up to four end product fractions: three sized and 
one dependant on throughput from the reject grid. 
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Equipment is the Cat and Metso Mobile dealer for 
southern Africa.)

Based in Tampere, Finland, Metso is a world leader in rock 
and mineral processing and pioneered the development of 
track-mounted, fully mobile crushing and screening plants 
some 25 years ago with the introduction of the Lokotrack 
series. Each unit is purpose built to deliver the lowest cost 
per tonne and downstream product quality.

On site at Schoongezicht, the Lokotrack LT1213 is fed 
by a Cat 336D L hydraulic excavator, with two Cat 966H 
wheel loaders performing their specific tasks, one to pick 
up material under the belts, plus stockpile management, 
and the other for loading into one of Xhawulu M3’s 
awaiting coal transportation trucks, each equipped with 33 
tonne side tipper trailers.

Average material sizes being fed through the crusher 
range between 400 and 500mm, with a final product of 
approximately 50mm. This stockpiled material is then 
fed through the ST 4.8 for final sizing, with the triple 
deck screen having a top, middle and bottom section 
configuration of 55mm, 25mm and 8mm, respectively. 
This is a highly efficient screening process and the 
percentage of oversize is less than one percent.

Sandstone and shale recovered is collected by the mining 
contractor on site and sent back to the pit as roll over 
material for the mine’s rehabilitation phases.

Expanding on the features of the Lokotrack LT1213 
Barloworld Equipment Metso Mobile sales consultant, 
Grant Gehrung, says a key advantage is that contractors 
can crush both blasted rock and any mineral-based 
demolition debris where the need is for constant, high 
capacity.

Built around Metso’s proven NP1213M impact crusher, 
the LT1213 comes to market with two feeder selections, 
as well as an optional vibrating feeder under the crusher.

“Nordberg NP Series impact crushers feature a unique 
combination of heavy-duty rotor, wear material and 

crushing chamber design elements,” explains Gehrung. 
“This combination has proved revolutionary in improving 
capacity, product quality and in reducing overall operating 
and wear costs.”

The Lokotrack ST4.8, in turn, is an ideal choice for the 
accurate classification of up to four end product fractions: 
three sized and one dependant on throughput from the 
reject grid. 

Both units operate seamlessly via their real-time 
onboard IC (Intelligent Control) automation software 
and are remotely operated for maximum on-site safety. 
“Automation makes it possible to run machines at 
constant, specific performance rates to achieve the 
most efficient and preset production outputs,” Gehrung 
continues. 

“Additionally, the IC system also prevents overloading 
caused by process fluctuations, as well as from 
damage caused by misuse. Advanced fault diagnostics 
immediately pinpoint any potential problem so there’s 
minimal standing time.”

The IC300 intelligent controller on the ST4.8, for example, 
monitors all functions during the screening process, 
with immediate machine shutdown activation – as on 
all Lokotrack units – where a critical fault is identified, 
safeguarding the overall mechanical system. Screen 
speed and amplitude, in conjunction with conveyor 
speeds, are constantly monitored and adjusted, giving 
higher production rates and more accurate end products. 

Having the mobility to deploy these Lokotrack units where 
and when they are needed is certainly one of the greatest 
cost savings. For Xhawula M3 this in-situ crushing and 
screening capability means that only commercially viable 
materials pass over the mine’s weighbridge, whilst the 
waste stays behind for collection as rehabilitation material. 

As Klopper points out, it’s a sustainable win-win situation. 
“Processing the discard dump creates employment 
opportunities whilst contributing to South Africa’s energy 
demand.” MRA

Average material sizes being fed through Xhawula’s Metso Lokotrack LT1213 impact crusher range between 400 and 
500mm, with a final product size of approximately 50mm.
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Report by Lionel Williams

“We have a massive resource at a 
very high grade – an upgraded 
resource of 500Mt-plus of 

measured and indicated sylvinite grading at 
21% K20, and another 500Mt in the inferred 
category,” company CEO Iain MacPherson tells 
Mining Review Africa.

“That resource feeds into a business plan for the 
feasibility study, and essentially it will turn out 
after the mine planning exercise to a reserve of 
about 150Mt, which equates to a mine life of 23 
years producing 2Mtpa of product,” he adds.

“Our licence area covers a 1,400sq km area on the 
coast of the Republic of Congo, known as the Sintoukola 
Permit. The mine will be at Kola, in the north-eastern part 
of the licence; we’ll have a 36km dedicated haul road with 
nothing on it but our trucks taking the ore to the process 
plant on the coast at Tchiboula; a 700m jetty; two 5,000t 
vessels trans-shipping the ore to the ocean-going vessels 
moored 8km offshore; and then the tailings being fed into 
the ocean,” Macpherson sums up.

POTASH  
FOR AFRICA

“Looking at the key numbers in the mining 
economics – life-of-mine operating costs are 
just under US$80/t at our own shipping facility. 
The all-in capital cost for the full 2Mpta plant 
will be US$1.85 billion, and that includes 
everything. We are not assuming that there is 
any part of the infrastructure that someone else 
will build for us,” he points out.

“It’s a great project – in fact it’s about the most 
compelling potash project around today, but 
what is engaging our minds at the moment is 
the capital number,” MacPherson states. 

“It’s a big number, although not in potash terms. Typically, 
a new Canadian potash project costs in the order of 
US$2,000 to US$4000/t of annual production. That at 
least doubles our cost, which is US$930/t. The main 
reasons our cost is so low are that the Sintoukola project 
is shallow and it’s only 36km from the coast,” he explains. 

“Our remaining challenge is the finance. We are working 
on that right now, and we are reasonably confident that 

As Australian and Toronto Stock Exchange-listed Elemental Minerals Limited – a mining, exploration 
and development company developing its 2Mtpa Sintoukola potash project in the Republic of Congo – 
prepares to tackle the final phase of its bankable feasibility study, it has revealed the future possibility 
of a second neighbouring mine capable of doubling or tripling that output.

Elemental Minerals 
CEO Iain MacPherson.

Aerial view of the camp at Sintoukola.
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we will get the funding,” he says. “Very simply, the world 
needs potash, and there is certainly no other greenfields 
project in the world that can produce the volume of potash 
that we can at the price we can. That makes it a very 
compelling project,” MacPherson argues.

“Brazil is particularly important to us. It’s now the largest 
single consumer market, and is growing rapidly. Its 
demand is going to double from 7 to between 12 and 
14Mtpa in the next decade, and there’s literally no 
production in Brazil itself,” MacPherson declares.

“Of course, China is the other market to bear in mind, and 
it’s more broad than China alone – there’s the whole of 
south-east Asia, with countries like Thailand, Laos and 
Vietnam. 

“The project is just too big for us to tackle alone – we 
must bring in a partner in one form or other, and that is 
one of the key strategies and focus areas we have been 
pushing for several months now in order to find the right 
people. So we are negotiating with potential strategic 
partners. There’s a lot of interest and it’s work in progress. 
The interest is coming from the kind of regions you can 
expect – the big consumers like Brazil, India and China,” 
he explains.

“To keep us going, meanwhile, we raised about US$18 
million at the end of last year, and that will fund the project 
for most of 2013,” MacPherson estimates.

“We are doing the bridging studies between now and the 
start of the BFS, and we have two critical path engineering 
studies – one is for the shaft, and the other for the plant,” 
he explains.

“We plan to start the final run of the BFS towards the 
middle of the year. It is already almost bankable in many 
respects anyway, so it’s really just wrapping it up. It is 
actually not far from being complete,” says MacPherson. 
 
“We should complete the BFS by the middle of next year. 
This includes a lot of the detailed engineering, and we will 
have the mining licence by then,” he assures.”

“In parallel we are also planning to engage with the debt 
providers so that we don’t have a long, drawn-out financial 
process post the BFS. We will be able to start full-scale 
development very quickly once the BFS is out. Limited 
production is scheduled to commence in late 2016,” 
MacPherson reveals.

“The plant will be commissioned during 2017, we will 
hit full production late that year in both the mine and the 
plant, and 2018 will be the first year of full sales – that’s 
2Mtpa of muriate of potash (MOP).

“In this market we think it’s prudent to look at ramp-up 
options demonstrating how we could start this project at 
500,000 or 1Mtpa, then ramping up to 2Mtpa. Even at 
the lower numbers the project makes money, so it will 
generate cash which contributes towards the ramp-up 
itself. Also it just takes the pressure off that initial capital 
number, given the current markets,” says MacPherson.

“The figures haven’t been finalised yet, but if we were to 
start at 1Mtpa instead of 2Mtpa, we could probably knock 
at least US$800 million off the total capital outlay, bringing 
it very close to our target of keeping below the US$1 
billion mark,” he emphasises.

“The potash market is growing steadily. There’s probably 
about 10Mtpa new demand available, and we can 
produce maybe 4 to 6Mtpa of that. We certainly want to 
be in there, so the 2Mtpa kick-off is an important starting 
point,” MacPherson states.

The Sintoukola tented camp.

Elemental Minerals team at work at the drill site in north-eastern Congo.
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Looking ahead there is huge potential. “While we feel that 2Mtpa is probably 
the right starting point, I must emphasise that we have explored less than 10% 
of our total licence area and we know that there’s an awful lot more sylvinite 
there,” he enthuses.

The longer term is equally exciting for Elemental from more than one point of 
view. “First, we have explored 90sq km of the total 1,400sq km. We also have 
historical information and very recent seismic survey data over 705sqm which, 
although not code compliant, supports our thinking that we could see a 6 to 
8Mtpa mine developing here. The Dougou total licence area is 750sq km, and 
our early exploration to date suggests that we could mine 2 to 4Mtpa here, and 
achieve a production level of close to 6 to 8Mtpa of final product over our total 
licence,” he calculates. 

“The second highly prospective target that we identified is only 15km away from 
our existing target (Kola). We drilled one hole at the end of the programme last 
December, and that had the highest sylvinite grades we have ever had. I am  
not aware of any higher grades anywhere else in the world – that’s 37% K20 
over 4.5m. 

“So the potential to scale-up there definitely exists, and in fact that would be a 
whole separate mine. That is why we are putting our plant down at the coast as 
part of our centralised plant strategy.

“It’s not just our licence area – which is large in itself – but the whole Congo 
Basin, extending slightly southwards into Cabinda, and quite a bit northwards into 
Gabon. The Congo, I think – with those grades, that depth and being on the coast 
– has the potential to be the new Canada,” concludes MacPherson. MRA

Elemental Minerals workers busy with casing preparation.

Core shed -- preparing core to leave Sintoukola for analysis.
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“Our listing has actually gone very 
well,” says Sibanye Gold CEO Neal 
Froneman. “Personally, I would 

have expected a higher listing price, but I also 
have to say that for the next three weeks I don’t 
think you are going to see an appropriate price. 
There’s a lot of churn that’s going to take place 
in the market,” he tells Mining Review Africa.

“The initial reports on our listing were negative 
because some commentators suggested 
Sibanye Gold could list at a price of between R8 
and R50 per share. The R50 figure was totally 
unrealistic and quite frankly not one we had heard before. 
If you had said to me between R8 and R25, I would have 
agreed, and in fact I have been quite vocal in saying that 
R20 would have been a good price to list at,” Froneman 
admits. 

“The Competent Persons Report (CPR) gave a range of 
valuation sensitivities between R13 billion (or R18 per 
share) at a gold price of about R400,000/kg and  
R22 billion (or R30 per share) at a gold price of  
R420,000/kg.” Shares in Sibanye Gold surged 19% in the 
first week of trade on the JSE, adding about R2 billion to 
its market capitalisation. The share price closed the week 
at R16.20, valuing the company at R11.852 billion.

“The first few days of trade have been very interesting, 
because they are not just a barometer for Sibanye, but a 
barometer for South Africa. It has bigger consequences 
than just the company – a lot of interested and affected 
parties are watching these developments very carefully,” 
Froneman points out.

“Bear in mind as well that at this stage the United States 
– the source of 50% of our shareholders – has not started 

Against the background of rising negative perceptions of the South African mining 
industry, Gold Fields spin-off Sibanye Gold is intensifying its drive to become a high-
yield vehicle, prior to expansion and development into a power that could eventually be 
similar to the mining houses of old.

Report by Lionel Williams

trading properly yet. So a great deal has to 
happen before we will see a representative 
price,” he states.

 “The bottom line is that we have to make our 
assets – the Kloof, Driefontein and Beatrix gold 
mines – work better than they are at present, 
and the reason we have to do that – and this is 
what is really driving our strategy – is that we 
need to ensure that this company becomes a 
high-yield, or high dividend paying vehicle,” he 
emphasises.

“It’s clear that with the current problems around South 
Africa – specifically international investors’ negative 
perceptions – the only way to sell Sibanye to investors is 
to make it a high dividend yield vehicle; therefore we need 
to improve our cash flows, and consequently we need to 
improve our operating performance,” he insists.

“The first nine months to one year is going to be very 
focused on improving the company’s organisational 
effectiveness and on lowering costs. That is our primary 
focus – dividends, returning cash to our shareholders and 
ensuring our sustainability,” Froneman declares.

“Consolidation through mergers, acquisitions or 
joint ventures is not going to be a primary focus for 
the moment, although we have to remain open to 
opportunities. You can never close the door completely 
to that, but we would have to be very certain that any 
opportunity would have to result in an increase in earnings 
per share to make it appropriate for us to conduct M&A 
activity,” he says.

“There’s probably one exception, and that is the tailings 
joint venture we have with Gold One. It is a very important 

SIBANYE  
AIMS HIGH

Sibanye Gold CEO 
Neal Froneman. RESPONSIBLE FOR PROTECTING
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project to us, and, from initial indications of possible value 
that it will generate, the type of project that we would like 
to spend money on,” he states.

“But the bottom line is that our costs are too high and we 
need to get them down. This can be done in two ways 
– you can reduce absolute costs or you can improve 
volume, as long as it is payable volume. The latter is 
the preferred route, because it avoids job losses, and 
we understand that it’s a sensitive matter and a national 
issue,” Froneman says.

“But we have to run an efficient business, so we are busy 
reviewing the cost saving initiatives already identified by 
Gold Fields, with a view to reducing costs and minimising 
the number of potential job losses,” he adds.

“We continue to engage with all stakeholders. I believe 
that my style, and the style that I would like to see 
permeate through the company, is one of being direct 
about the issues we have to deal with – and of looking 
forward, not looking back. Now that’s not always pleasant, 
and often you have conflicting requirements, but we 
have to have a strong commercial underpinning to our 
strategy. Otherwise the company will fail and there will be 
no chance of social upliftment, and a loss of revenue and 
income for the South African Government,” Froneman 
explains.

“So we consult with organised labour and other 
stakeholders such as government, and we certainly think 
that going forward we need to win the hearts and minds of 
all our employees, and do things somewhat differently to 
the way things were done in the past,” he suggests.

“The name Sibanye means ‘we are one’, and I think that 
is indicative of the importance we place on people, and 
in this case specifically our employees,” he declares. 
“That doesn’t change the message and it doesn’t mean 
that we will not be doing the tough things. We are going 
to have to take some bitter medicine in order to preserve 
jobs, and hopefully even create jobs in the long run,” 
Froneman accepts. 

“And it’s very difficult to do these things with a short-term 
view. It’s a difficult balance to achieve, but if you don’t do it 
in the short term it becomes a major crisis affecting many 
more people than would be affected now.”

Froneman insists that on the social investment side, the 
company will to continue with all of the good work that has 
been done by Gold Fields. “Gold Fields has spent over 
R500 million on housing initiatives and we have another 
R200 million that we will be spending on that aspect,” he 
reveals.

“Clearly we need to involve communities more. We 
should be engaging in community issues with organised 
labour and looking for solutions – that will add value 
and establish credibility for both the unions and the 
companies,” he claims.

“We have a large resource base of 74Moz, of which 
13Moz is in reserve, and in addition to that 13Moz 
there’s another 3Moz of surface tailings. Obviously 
there’s a lot of potential to convert more of our resources 
to reserves – it’s a large resource base with a fairly small 
reserve which will have a current life of mine of about 13 
to 15 years on a decreasing production curve, according 
to the CPR released with the Pre-Listing Statement,” 
Froneman points out.
 

The Number 1 plant and main shaft complex at Sibanye Gold’s Kloof mine in South Africa’s Gauteng province.

Dump reclamation at the KDC complex.
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“One of the operating challenges as a business is to 
arrest this declining production trend by converting more 
of the resource into reserve and extending the life of mine. 
And the way to do that is to get your cost structure down 
so that you lower your pay limits (or break-even reserve 
grade), and that’s very much in line with the strategy that I 
described right in the beginning,” he says.

“We also have about 28Moz that is below infrastructure in 
the resource, so clearly Sibanye could go deeper. I don’t 
see that in the next five to ten years that is what we are 
going to do. There are a number of secondary, lower-
grade reefs that are shallower than our current working 
environment which become viable if we get our costs low 
enough. And then, of course, there’s the surface tailings 
project that we spoke about earlier,” he states. 

“Those are all opportunities for growth and extension of 
the life of mine. So we do have opportunities – it’s simply 
a case of getting the unit costs down so that we can bring 
them to account,” Froneman reiterates.

“Within the next five years, we need to establish a good 
operating track record, and that will obviously support and 
enhance our ability to be a high-yield vehicle. At the same 
time, if we spend our capital post-dividend payments in 
the right way, we can arrest this declining production trend 
and remain a 1Moz-plus producer. Size is not everything, 
but scale in this business is important,” he admits.

“I ultimately think that in five years’ time there would have 
been quite a bit of consolidation in the industry, and with 
us having first-mover advantage in terms of corporate 

transaction, I believe we could be a much bigger company,” 
he declares. 

“I suppose I have a vision that we ultimately become a 
mining house in the sense of the mining houses pre the 
eighties, but that we have a lot more listed gold companies 
that give investors even more choice, and that we are 
developing new projects – that’s a scenario I can see 
playing out,” Froneman concludes. MRA

An underground pump installation at KDC West.
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Ferrex has an 82% interest in the Mebaga iron ore 
project in northern Gabon through its holding in 
Gabonese company Ressources Equatoriales 

SARL (Equatorial). Equatorial has been granted the 
309sq km Ngama exploration licence that covers the 
high grade Mebaga iron ore deposit.   

Apart from Mebaga, the current Ferrex portfolio 
comprises three projects, including iron ore and 
manganese projects in South Africa and a manganese 
project in Togo, all of which offer the potential for 
significant near-term value uplift.

The company’s growth strategy is centred on advancing 
its current assets, utilising its board and management team’s considerable 
experience in developing resource projects across Africa, and expanding its 
portfolio through acquisitions to build Ferrex into a mid-tier, low-cost producer of 
iron and manganese, primarily for the steel industry.

Reverting to Mebaga, the French public earth sciences institution BRGM has 
put an initial resource on the iron ore deposit of 20Mt at 60% Fe, with a larger, 
lower-grade target of 50Mt at 47% Fe. Ferrex is using this as an exploration 
target with further potential, and BRGM has also defined direct shipping ore 
(DSO) over 1.8km of strike in its previous exploration.

FERREX 
TAKES ON WEST AFRICA
Report by Lionel Williams

In its drive to target near-term production, Ferrex plc – an AIM-quoted 
iron ore and manganese development company focused on Africa 
– is moving ahead with two projects in West Africa, and aims to be 
producing iron ore in Gabon and manganese in Togo in less than three 
years’ time. 

Ferrex managing 
director Dave Reeves.

A recent ministerial visit to the Nayega manganese project in northern  Togo.
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“We already have people on the ground mapping and 
sampling, and we aim to drill within three months. We will 
have a JORC-compliant resource and scoping study out 
by the end of this year,” Ferrex managing director Dave 
Reeves tells Mining Review Africa.

“Our objective is to complete our bankable feasibility study 
(BFS) by the end of 2014 and to move into development 
at that time. This would involve about six months, which 
means possible production by late 2015 or early 2016,” he 
adds.

“Looking at size of the operation, we would like to start at 
a production rate of 1Mtpa, and to expand that over time 
as we find more resources. At this early stage before we 
have even completed our scoping study, it is far too early 
to even begin throwing around estimates of the cost of 
such a project,” Reeves points out.

“Looking ahead, there are definite possibilities for further 
future expansion, but for the moment we will focus on 
getting the project up and running; then as we find more 
resources we’ll look at growth. There are a lot of things 
happening in Gabon with infrastructure and a great deal 
depends on that, so expansion is a longer term issue that 
we will tackle at a later stage,” he explains.

“It is our intention now to rapidly progress the project 
up the resource curve, and ultimately to the bankable 
feasibility study stage, by targeting the known 

mineralisation and conducting a comprehensive 
exploration programme over the licence area this year,” 
Reeves reveals.

 “We are fast-tracking the project because the Mebaga 
iron ore licence has the potential to be transformational for 
Ferrex, particularly with the presence of high grade DSO 
iron ore mineralisation on site,” he reasons. 

Map of Togo showing Nayega in the north and the port of Lome 
in the south.

One of the Ferrex team busy with nitron readings at the Mebaga 
iron ore project in northern Gabon.
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“Firstly, you can count on the fingers 
of one hand the number of the DSO 
projects in the world situated near 
infrastructure. Secondly, if you look at 
the valuations, by the time you confirm a 
resource, the value that should become 
inherent just from that project is pretty 
massive for our kind of market cap,” he 
adds.  

Mebaga is located within an extensive 
high grade iron ore province which 
extends from Gabon into the Republic 
of Congo and Cameroon.  Furthermore, 
it is the nearest DSO iron ore project 
to the Atlantic of any in this prolific 
iron province, and pitting identified 
a coherent zone of mineralisation 
extending along strike for about 1.8km.

“In addition, the project is located close 
to infrastructure, just 30km from a sealed 
highway which links directly to an existing 
rail line and river for bulk transport 
options.  This makes the project potentially attractive in 
terms of future economics,” says Reeves. 

There are two rail transport options and one barge option 
open to the project. The first is to access the standard 
gauge Trans-Gabon Railway at Ndjole, which is located 
200km from the Mebaga deposit along the sealed N2 
national highway, or at Booue located 100km due south of 

the project.. This railway terminates 182km from Ndjole at 
the deep water port of Owendo in the outskirts of Gabon’s 
capital Libreville. The second option would be to access 
the proposed multi-user Belinga iron ore railway when 
this project is developed, as the planned rail line will pass 
within 100km of the Mebaga deposit. 

Another logistics solution would be to deliver the ore to 
the river port of Ndjole via the sealed N2 national highway. 

Iron ore sample at Mebaga.
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Ndjole is located on the Ogooue River, which is the 
principal river in Gabon and provides year round access 
by barge to Port Gentil located on the Atlantic Coast 
300km downstream. Port Gentil is the oil and gas hub that 
services Gabon’s onshore and offshore oil industry.

Turning to northern Togo, Ferrex holds an 85% interest 
in the Nayega manganese project, which consists of five 
exploration permits covering 92,390 hectares. These permits 
incorporate the Nayega deposit, which hosts a JORC Code 
compliant indicated resource of 7.3Mt @ 14.7% Mn. 

“We are of the opinion that the project, which has direct 
access to the regionally important deepwater port of 
Lomé, has the potential to be developed into a low capital 
and operating cost manganese mine in the near term,” 
Reeves declares.

Nayega is a residual manganese deposit where pitting 
has revealed that mineralisation averaging a thickness of 
3.3m occurs over a strike length of 2.2km at widths of up 
to 500m.

“The company is steadily progressing with development 
plans and has confirmed that the Nayega deposit is 
amenable to development as a shallow open pit operation 
with no waste stripping. Preliminary metallurgical test 
work indicates that ore can be easily mined via a low-cost 
process route of screening and gravity concentration,” 
Reeves reveals. 

The project would also have excellent infrastructure, with 
good road access to the regionally important port of Lomé 
600km away.

“We hope to have good news regarding our Togo 
operation any day now,” he says. “A definitive feasibility 
study is underway, and is due to be completed in the first 
half of 2013 subject to the award of a mining licence.

“That will determine what we expect to be a bright future 
for the Nayega project, and looking further ahead, regional 
exploration is already underway on the larger lease area 
to define additional targets to increase the resource and 
boost life-of-mine prospects for the project,” Reeves 
concludes. MRA

Drill team preparing to set up in a new location.
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In the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), the 
state-owned miner Gecamines is making plans to 
improve its fortunes. Speaking at the Mining Indaba 

in Cape Town, CEO Ahmed Kalej Nkand, explained 
that Gecamines is the story of a mining giant ‘that is 
awakening from its slumber’.

The first goal will be to produce 100,000 tons of copper a 
year by 2015. To do this, the company will be undertaking 
six strategic initiatives. The first will be to resume 
geological exploration and research. Prospecting will 
continue in 2013, and it is expected that a 135,000-metre 
core-drilling programme will be completed at a cost of 
US$51-million. An external firm has been hired to set up a 
reserves certification programme.

Secondly, the company will be looking to invest in 
upgrading and modernizing its plant and equipment. 
Thirdly, it will enhance operational efficiency by 

In short:
The DRC’s state owned mining company has laid out 
plans to restore the company to profitable operation.

Gecamines – 
returning to world-class performance

Ahmed Kalej Nkand

mailto:info@brelko.com
http://www.brelko.com
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creating profit centres. Fourth, it will look to improve the 
management of its partnerships. Fifth, it will restructure it 
liabilities. And sixth, it will reduce its staff numbers, and 
embark on training programmes to improve the skills of 
those remaining.

In terms of exploration, after more than 20 years, 
Gecamines has resumed the search for new sources of 
ore in both the Groupe Centre (Likasi) and in the Groupe 
Ouest (Kolwezi). 

“This research has already confirmed significant and 
rich geological resources of more than 800,000 tons 
of copper,” explains Nkand. To date, Gecamines has 
completed some 12,300 metres of drilling.

Lack of capital has seen some of Gecamines plant falling 
into neglect. At its Kambove Concentrator, the plan is to 
more than triple current capacity to 3000 tonnes per day 
(tpd). The Kolwezi concentrator is currently processing 
1,500 tpd of ore, a figure that Gecamines wants to push to 
3,000 tpd during 2013. At the Shituru Hydro plant, the aim 
is to increase production from 1,100 tonnes per month 
(tpm) to 2,500 tpm. The Kolwezi Copper plant will grow its 
production from a current 95 tpm to 1,000 tpm in 2013.
Gecamines is also busy with the construction of an HMS 
plant, which should start processing 6000 ore tonnes a 
day in 2013.
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The company completed its takeover of the Deziwa 
and Ecaille C copper-cobalt projects on January 11 
2013 after buying out Copperbelt Minerals Ltd’s indirect 
68% stake in the projects. Bloomberg reports that 
Gecamines is considering seeking a partner to develop 
these two copper sites that may contain five million 
tonnes of copper metal.

With the completion of the takeover of the Deziwa 
and Ecaille C copper-cobalt projects, the sites may 
eventually produce a combined 200,000 tons of  
copper a year, making them one of Congo’s biggest 
producers.

Building a 200,000 tonne a year copper plant to 
process ore from the two sites may require as much as 
$1.5 billion of investment.

Gecamines’ non-mining activities such as its workshops 
and aggregate production facilities will have their 
efficiency improved. Gecamines coal mine at Luena  
has already more than doubled production.

In Mid 2012, Gecamines undertook audits of its 
eight joint ventures, in order to establish whether the 
company is having its best interests served. The results 
are expected at the end of March 2013.

In terms of the restructuring of its debt of $1.5-billion, 
several actions have been taken. The Congolese 

Government has signed a Decree to take over all 
non-insurable liabilities, representing more than 
half of Gecamines total liability. A law firm and an 
investment bank are currently auditing debts in order 
to propose a single repayment scheme. Negotiations 
are well advanced with the main creditors to cancel a 
substantial part of the debt.

In terms of staff numbers, Gecamines currently employs 
about 11000 staff. In the coming years, the company 
wants to cut this number substantially. During the next 
three years, the company will downsize at a cost of 
US$134-million.

In order to meet its production targets, Gecamines 
has been toll treating ore for other DRC producers. 
However, Nkand points out that the problems of aging 
equipment, a limited power supply, and inadequate rail 
transportation need to be overcome.

In order to stabilise its power supply, Gecamines  
is in discussions to recover four hydropower dams 
previously under its control. In addition, a feasibility  
study for a new thermal power station is being 
undertaken. The study envisages the construction of a 
500MW facility.

To complete the turnaround of Gecamines, in the  
coming year, the company needs further investment of 
US$224.3-million. MRA
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The Chinese investment 
comes by way of a joint 
venture agreement the 

company signed in February 
with leading copper processing 
enterprise Zhejiang Hailiang 
Company Limited (Hailiang).

Hailiang is listed on the Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange in China with 
a market capitalisation of about 
US$950 million. Since it was 
founded in 2001, the company 

has committed itself to the research, development, 
production, marketing and after-sales service of high-end 
copper products, and has become a world-class copper 
processing enterprise. 

It is China‘s biggest copper tube exporter and 
manufacturer of copper alloy tubes; China’s second 
largest manufacturer of copper tubes; and one of China’s 
main manufacturers of copper bars and precision copper 
rods. 

Apart from its operations in the DRC, Mwana Africa has 
a broad range of exploration projects and interests in 
Zimbabwe, South Africa, Angola, Ghana and Botswana. 
It also has a diverse asset base, including gold, nickel, 
copper, cobalt and diamonds.

The joint venture between Hailiang and Mwana covers 
28 licences held by Mwana in the Katanga province of 
the DRC, and follows the announcement last year that 
the two companies had entered into a cooperation and 
development agreement for these licences.

“This joint venture allows our copper exploration and 
development programme in the DRC to be accelerated 
significantly,” says Mwana Africa CEO Kalaa Mpinga, “and 
we are also very excited at the prospect of advancing the 
Kibolwe project in the near term.”
 
Basically Hailiang is taking over the running and 
funding of Mwana’s copper exploration in the Katanga 
concessions. “The Chinese company has a commitment 
to spend a minimum of US$25 million over the next four 
years for which they will earn a 62% interest in the joint 
venture. Mwana will remain with a 38% non-dilutable 

Report by Lionel Williams

MWANA MOVES 
INTO THE DRC
Bolstered by substantial Chinese investment, Mwana Africa plc – a pan-African, multi-commodity 
resources company and the first African-owned and managed resource company listed on the 
AIM – is moving ahead with advanced plans to launch two projects in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC) by 2015 , one to produce copper and the other to mine gold.

stake in the major project that will develop from this base,” 
Mpinga explains. 

Mwana has a 100% interest in 33 exploration licences 
covering about 4,721sq km in the Katanga copper belt 
region of south-eastern DRC, and the company has been 
carrying out an exploration programme in the region.

 “We have identified quite a number of targets in the area, 
and will be going into a very expensive drilling programme 
in the next few years. We have now brought the project to 
a stage where it needs big money,” he emphasises.

“Then there is the exciting Kibolwe prospect, 160km north-
west of Lubumbashi, where reverse circulation and core 
drilling programmes carried out from 2004 to 2010 have 
outlined a near-surface, flat-lying, mineralised zone up to 
40m thick extending over a strike of 2,200m,” he adds.
“Furthermore, in 2010 a 6,000m diamond core drilling 
programme on the eastern, southern and western 
extensions of Kibolwe also yielded encouraging results,” 
Mpinga reveals. 

Indications are that all of the mineralised material is 
suitable for open-pit mining. “A +400ppm Cu anomaly of 

Mwana Africa CEO 
Kalaa Mpinga.

Map of the DRC showing  
the Zani Kodo gold project in the  
north-eastern corner of the  DRC and the  
Mwana Africa JV with the Chinese to mine copper in  
Katanga in the south-eastern corner. 
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1,000m by 500m in a real extent to the east of Kibolwe 
Main has the potential to add to the total resources of the 
area,” he surmises, stating that diamond core drilling has 
been proposed to investigate the Kibolwe East copper 
anomaly.

“We are in the process of exploring various other target 
areas identified in the Kitemena-Kitungulu-Kamungoti 
Zone vicinity, like Lunsano, Mwombe, Kawesitu North and 
Mukema, and drilling and test results to date are showing 
varying degrees of success, not only for copper, but for 
nickel, cobalt, gold, platinum, lead and zinc as well, in 
some instances,’” he adds.

At the other end of the DRC is Mwana Africa’s Zani-Kodo 
gold project which comprises four licences covering 
1,605sq km in the highly prospective Ituri district in the 
north-eastern corner of the country.

A combination of aeromagnetic interpretation and ground 
mapping has identified the 9km Zani-Kodo trend. “The 
indicated and inferred resource for Kodo Main was 
calculated by BMRE Limited, and is 10.8Mt at a grade 
of 4.02g/t containing 1.4Moz of gold. The Badolite target 
1.5km south showed an inferred resource of 2.8Mt at a 
grade of 2.34g/t, yielding 211,000oz, and Zani Central has 
an inferred resource of 9.8Mt at a grade of 1.28g/t, giving 
almost 400,000oz of gold,” Mpinga reveals.

Additional target areas have been defined along a further 
6km of strike length of the Zani-Kodo trend to the south 
of Zani Central, as well as away from the main Zani-Kodo 
trend. Drilling is continuing in these areas.

“At this stage, however, we have over 2.1Moz of gold 
resource in the three target areas, and I am hoping that 
in the next one to two months we will be announcing 
another 1Moz,” says Mpinga. “We are busy with the JORC 
compliance at the moment, and, from our own in-house 
calculations, we have already exceeded the 3Moz total. 
The final JORC-compliant calculation might drop slightly – 
but certainly not below 3Moz,” he assures.

“We have been adding about 100,000oz/month to our 
resource over the last two years. That means that by the 
time we finish our BFS we will probably be at 4Moz, and 
by the time we commission the plant we should be sitting 
on 5Moz,” Mpinga predicts.

Part of the Katanga concessions, the Kibolwe prospect – which is 
160km north-west of Lubumbashi – is an exciting and significant 
copper deposit suitable for open-pit mining.

Another Mwana Africa interest in the DRC is the Société 
Minière de Bakwanga (MIBA) Diamond operation, in which the 
company has a 20% stake, with the DRC government holding the 
remaining 80%. 

At work in the pit at the MIBA diamond operation in southern DRC.

mailto:info@carhiretz.com
http://www.carhire.co.tz
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“My objective with Zani Kodo is to be producing gold there 
by the end of the 2015. It’s a little early to say, but I would 
expect that the cost of such an operation would run to 
somewhere between US$200,000 and US$300,000,”  
he estimates.

“Our initial thinking is leaning towards an output of 
150,000 to 250,000ozpa, but we may find during the 
course of the BFS that this output doesn’t make sense, 
and that we should do 300,000oz or more. That’s a 
decision to be made when we complete the BFS,”  
he adds.

There could be a possibility of starting with a small open 
pit and then moving into an underground mine. “There is 

no doubt that, taking into account the size of the Randgold 
Resources and Banro Corporation gold operations in the 
DRC, one can be confident that it is possible to build very 
large-scale gold operations successfully in very remote 
parts of the country. Zani Kodo, it would appear, has a 
good address in the DRC,” Mpinga enthuses.

Geologists at Mwana’s Zani-Kodo gold project in the north-east 
of the DRC.

Mwana Africa has a good working relationship with 
the DRC government. “My attitude is that we work 
with government, not against them!” he says. “We are 
transparent in our relationships. We tell things as they 
are, and we tend to deliver on what we promise too. And 
as long as people see that we are doing what we said we 
were going to do they leave us alone,” he concludes. MRA

Workers’ village at Zani-Kodo.

Engineering Earth’s Development, Preserving Earth’s Integrity

Chris van Renssen
Construction Services Lead

“
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In design and construct, our preferred   
way of doing business is early contractor 
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This promotes dynamic participation  

 in project execution between the
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Offices across South Africa, Botswana, Ghana and Mozambique. 
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The First Tech Group has been serving the mining 
industry since its inception over 20 years ago. 
Initially, the company started off manufacturing 

electric cable support systems – a service aimed 
specifically at the mining industry.

Mining Review Africa spoke to the CEO of First Tech 
Construction, Marius Botes and Cosira COO Leon Kapp 
about the way forward for the Group.

Ten years ago, the First Tech Group diversified and began 
offering services to the commercial building industry, 
and from there this grew into work in various industry 
sectors. Today, the Group has four divisions, namely: 
First Tech Construction, Manufacturing, Piping and Mass 
Distribution. “However, the mining industry has always 
been a core focus,” says Botes.

In terms of the various products and services that 
First Tech offers, these are designed with a focus on 
infrastructure development. First Tech today sees itself as 
a South-African based, but also Africa-focused operator. 
“We are very keen to participate, and are currently 
participating, in infrastructure development not only 
locally, but in the rest of Africa,” Botes continues.

The focus of this group involves the provision of 
accommodation units, and also embraces commercial 
buildings, sewage plants, and water supplies. 

“In the broader context, what we are continually trying to 
do is to develop new products and solutions to enhance 
our contribution to the value chain,” Botes comments.

Recently, the First Tech Group acquired the well-
respected steel fabricator and erector, Cosira. Cosira 

Superior 
capability 
in mining, oil and gas

has been in operation since 1988, firstly purely as a steel 
fabrication shop, but later branching out into steel design 
and construction. In the intervening years, it has handled 
a number of very large projects for the mining industry.

“We set out about three years ago to structure the 
company so that we could offer industry a complete 
solution,” says Botes. At that stage, First Tech had a 
well-respected electrical control system business, as 
well as a piping solutions provider mainly serving the 
mining industry. However, it realised that it was short of a 
structural steel capability.

The question was whether to acquire a basic steel 
fabricator, or to opt for both a fabricator and erector. 
“Eventually, we decided that we wanted to be able to 
control the full value chain, and that is why Cosira was a 
perfect fit.”

CEO of First Tech Construction, Marius Botes and Cosira COO 
Leon Kapp take a break during a busy Mining Indaba.

mailto:sales@gedore.co.za
http://www.gedore.co.za
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“We are very excited by this acquisition as we can now 
offer industry a complete solution. As we are a solutions-
driven company, our goal is to find ways to ensure our 
clients get exactly what they want.”

With mining, and oil/gas development enjoying 
unprecedented levels of activity in Africa, the First Tech 
Group is currently servicing a number of key players 
in these sectors. Botes adds that the South African 
resources sector is not as active as it might be. However, 
First Tech realised some time ago, that in terms of its 
construction business, in the South African context, its 
primary focus would be in the petrochemical and oil/gas 
sectors.

“To date, we have established a very good reputation 
in these fields and have built up a number of strong 
relationships. As we speak, we have just completed a full 
multi-discipline offering to a major petrochemical company 
in supplying one of their first gas-fired power generation 
plants. And we are also in negotiations with one of their 
technology partners to offer a full multi-discipline solution 
for one of their major expansion projects,” adds Botes.

Particularly, the provision of piping for the oil and gas 
industry requires very high specification execution of a 
level that is not found in general steel fabrication. First 
Tech has developed a reputation for being able to provide 
this type of exacting quality.

Botes explains that there has been a major shift in the 
way petrochemical projects are executed. Previously, 
there would be a number of independent contractors on 
site, each being responsible for certain aspects of the 
work. Co-coordinating the various activities on site tended 
to be problematic.

With this in mind, petrochemical clients are now looking 
for contractors that can offer the complete suite of 
services. Here, First Tech can offer the client one point of 
contact.

Apart from its involvement in mainstream oil and gas, 
First Tech’s versatility sees it involved in the alternative 
energy sector, a sector that is destined for growth in the 
future. First Tech has entered into two formal joint venture 
arrangements with Spanish technology companies, who, 
when they became involved in South Africa, decided that 
they needed to work with a reputable construction partner.

A further strength that First Tech offers is in the design 
and construction of railway infrastructure. First Tech 
acquired the well-established railway construction 
company Flint Construction. This company has 30 years 
experience in railway construction. Apart from surface rail 
works, Flint Construction services the underground rail 
needs of many of Southern Africa’s mines.

Says Botes: “Going forward, there is going to be 
tremendous demand for professional railway construction, 
both in South Africa and in the rest of the continent. 
Flint Construction is very active in the SADEC countries, 
particularly in Zambia. However, the company also has 
a presence in Botswana and in Mozambique where it 
is currently busy with rail construction work for the coal 
miner Jindal.” 

“In order to really capitalize on and leverage what we 
have within Flint, we realised that we needed a couple of 
other components,” explains Botes. First Tech is currently 
in talks with a major railway equipment supplier about 
purchasing a large track-laying machine. These are 
very expensive equipment items and thus First Tech is 
considering involving a third partner in this acquisition, as 
the length of rail that Flint Construction has been asked 
to provide is far larger than any project that it has tackled 
before.

First Tech, with its experience in the field, knows 
which specialist companies to partner with to ensure 
successful culmination of projects. “We have a number 
of formal partnerships with third party companies, which 
allow the Group to have the weight and influence of 
a major corporate, while retaining the flexibility and 
responsiveness of a much smaller company,” Botes 
concludes. MRA

An example of Cosira’s work 
at Nkomati Nickel.

Cosira construction at Two Rivers Platinum.
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The history of Fluor South 
Africa, the engineering 
& construction company, 

dates back more than 50 years. 
The Mining and Metals division 
of Fluor has built up an enviable 
reputation during this time for 
executing some of the mining 
industry’s most challenging 
projects. Mining Review Africa 
spoke to Russell Ayres, the new 
GM of the Mining and Metals 

division about the company in Africa and the factors that 
differentiate it. 

“At present, we are not as strong in the market as we 
would like to be,” explains Ayres. However, he adds that 
the Mining and Metals division will be strengthening its 
market presence by targeting smaller- to medium-sized 
EPC projects. 

“We have recently successfully completed a couple of 
major projects, which has led to a temporary lull in the 
flow of work. However, by tackling projects of a more 
modest scope, Fluor wants raise both its profile and 
capabilities.”

Ayres has had prior experience of this type of situation 
when Fluor posted him to China. There he developed a 
multi-projects group, which also focused on smaller to 
medium sized projects. Through that, as the company 
became better known, Fluor found itself moving into 
managing mega-projects. “When the first mega-projects 
came Fluor’s way, the staff was ready and able to tackle 
them efficiently.”

At present, Fluor is actively seeking work in the rest of 
the African continent, and it is here that Ayres’ experience 
in China is proving invaluable. Working in China, Fluor 
had to become conversant with differences in culture, 
language and methods of operation, something that is 
also needed in Africa.

This is one thing that Fluor does exceptionally well, 
explains Ayres. “We are in a lot of remote parts of the 
world,” he says. A major advantage that Fluor has is that 
it can mobilize resources from all around the world, to 
facilitate work locally. 

“That does not take away from the fact that we would 
also look local for resources first,” says Ayres. In its 

Russell Ayres

A hAlf century 
of engineering 
excellence

legacy programme, the company educates, trains and 
brings people up to standard, leaving employees with an 
intellectual asset and skills that will stand them in good 
stead during the rest of their working lives.

“For example, there are Portuguese language training 
courses being given at our South African offices right 
now.”

“What I also learned in China was that if I at least tried to 
speak the local language, it was greatly appreciated by 
the Chinese with whom I had to work. It goes a long way 
to breaking down barriers and getting people to want to 
work with you,” continues Ayres.

In South Africa, there has been a problem with a shortage 
of skilled engineering staff. Fluor has both the ability and 
desire to develop talent from within its own ranks.

“We run an initiative called Fluor University, which is a 
video stream learning curriculum.  The Fluor University 
consists of 27 colleges offering 200 instructor-lead 
courses and more than 1 000 online programmes. 

In addition to this, there is the normal module-type of 
training. In fact, everyone in the company has to complete 
a set amount of training hours every year. Part of Ayres’ 
job is to assess the type and amount of training needed to 
get his divisional managers up to the level that they need 
to be at. 

If one looks at the construction phase, Fluor operates 
craft-training centres, an example being the very large 
training centre that is located in Secunda and has been 
in operation since the mid-1970s.  This facility assesses 

Fluor has the capability to provide efficient service in extremely 
remote locations, in this case, the Pueblo Viejo Dominicana Gold 
and Silver Mine in the Dominican Republic.
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candidates and identifies the gaps in learning for training 
programmes to be clustered to achieve the next level of 
development as well as training candidates from scratch 
to qualified artisan level.  The facility holds an unmatched 
suite of accreditations.  The facility ensures candidates 
are exposed to Fluor’s safety culture from day one, which 
ensures a safer work crew.  

Finally, Fluor runs a number of ‘train the trainer’ 
programmes, as well as development programmes for 
Engineers and Construction managers, which incorporate 
exposure to the practical skills of the trades.

In the engineering field, the competition is keen and the 
market is constantly changing. By placing an emphasis 
on staff training, Fluor ensures that it has the people who 
are ready to meet these challenges. Training also ensures 
that staff remains motivated and limits the levels of staff 
turnover.

Another factor that works to Fluor’s advantage is that in 
50 years of operation, the company has developed an 
impressive reservoir of intellectual property. “We always 
go through a ‘lessons learned’ exercise at the end of 
every project to see where we could improve, or if there 
was another way the project could have been tackled. 
However, a testament to Fluor’s project successes is that 
it has existing clients looking to have Fluor carry out more 
work for them. 

In November 2012, Fluor, through its subsidiary Ameco, 
had acquired the company ServiTrade, a Mozambique-

based construction equipment rental and project services 
company. With this company on board, Fluor will be able 
to service not only its own projects, but third party projects 
as well. 

Fluor has conducted similar acquisitions in other parts 
of the world to gain competitive edge. In the Philippines, 
the company has formed joint ventures with some very 
large fabrication shops and has a 300 strong procurement 
capability in China with pre-qualified vendors to support 
client specific requirements. They also have affordably 
priced engineering centres in Manila, India and China to 
provide engineering in support of local in-country projects, 
if the need is required.

“It is strategic acquisitions such as ServiTrade that have 
given us the edge,” explains Ayres.

However, Fluor has one major advantage when it comes 
to finding work in Africa. With the oil and gas boom, 
Fluor already has extensive experience in this area. For 
example, the company is currently involved in a joint 
venture to design an LNG plant – the second largest in 
the world – for the oil company Anadarko.

A major part of Ayres working background was in the 
provision of infrastructure. And infrastructure can be up 
to 60% of the value of the total project. What is apparent 
to Ayres is that there are many shortfalls in African 
infrastructure. “We would like to see how we could give 
countries added advantage through the provision of new 
or upgraded infrastructure,” he concludes. MRA

It’s our passion for mining and dedication to our customers that inspires us to deliver excellent 
customer service. At Mining and Rock Excavation Technique we’re driven to optimise our 
customers productivity.
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Australian engineering, construction and 
maintenance company, Forge Group has grown 
both organically and by acquisition since its 

inception in 2007. However, while successful in their own 
right, its four wholly-owned subsidiaries all had different 
brands, and were not seen by the market as part of an 
integrated group, explains the Chief Operating Officer 
of Forge Group, Brett Smith, speaking to Mining Review 
Africa during the recent Mining Indaba in Cape Town.

During 2012, Forge Group completed a restructure of its 
business that included the rebranding of the four business 
units. The restructure has transformed the Group into a 
fully integrated multi disciplinary EPC service provider, 
comprising four operating divisions: Minerals and 
Resources; Power; Construction; and Asset Management.

The Forge Group business units work together to deliver 
end-to-end EPC turnkey solutions to the power and 
infrastructure, minerals and resources and oil and gas 
sectors in Australasia and Africa.  Clients benefit by 
gaining access to a one-stop solution that reduces risks 
to schedule and cost by providing one company interface 
across the project lifecycle. 

“We operate quite differently to most of our competitors 
as our delivery model is engineer, procure and construct 
(EPC), unless specifically requested by a client, we 
do not push the engineer, procure and construct and 
management (EPCM) model as we believe this is an 
inefficient way to deliver for both the client and the 
engineering company.

“The Forge Group can do this because it has all the 
disciplines of engineering, electrical, mechanical, 
process, civil, and the drafting in-house. With regard 
to construction, we have one of the largest fleets of 
construction equipment in West Africa and Australia , this 

Forged From 
experience
tempered for success

combined with true multidiscipline construction capability , 
gives us the ability  to be a very competitive EPC solution.

“We are comfortable that we can manage the risk, and 
manage the schedules and for that reason are more 
comfortable doing EPC work than EPCM. That is our 
competitive advantage and our differentiator,” explains 
Smith.

In considering the Forge Group, the word ‘versatility’ 
comes to mind. The company has experience in both 
precious metals and base metals, especially in the area of 
concentration, and also in iron ore.

With the emerging iron ore market in West Africa, Forge 
has successfully transferred its experience from working 
in the Pilbara in Australia, to the local West African 
workforce.

Forge expanded its African presence in 2012 opening a 
second office in Johannesburg with the intention to build 
a sustainable presence in Southern African - an important 
market going forward. 

“We don’t want to behave like Vikings, and come in and 
do just one project and then leave,” Smith explains. 
Forge’s aim is to replicate what it has achieved in Ghana, 
and, latterly, in Sierra Leone. This will involve being able 
to deliver its full EPC services to the minerals and the 
power spaces, and then augment this with operations and 
maintenance business in both those sectors as well. 

“So, as in Sierra Leone and Ghana, where our O & M 
business has now got its foot in the door and is starting 
to develop sustainable operations and maintenance 
opportunities, we are seeking to extend that model 
throughout Southern Africa.

“The delivery model itself is part of that competitive 
advantage and, being financially sound, Forge is able  
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to provide the bonding and security to support this  
delivery model. 

“In an engineering services and contracting business, your 
intellectual property (IP) is to be found in your people. 
For this reason, we believe that you have to invest in the 
development of those people. Be they our Ghanaian, 
Australian or South African workforce, they are our IP and 
those are the resources we have to invest in and continue 
to develop to allow us to continue to grow the business.”

Because Forge works to an EPC model, it is quite strategic 
about taking on new projects. “With our EPC model, we 
won’t commit to a project unless we know we have the 
right teams to undertake the project management, the 
engineering and the construction aspects of the work, 
because we are taking on the full cost and schedule 
associated with that job. We are a lot more strategic and 
focused in saying ‘we have reached our capacity, we 
shouldn’t be taking on any more work until we have another 
suitable team in place, or we have completed some more 
of the work we are currently busy with’.

“Again this is a differentiator between an EPC and an 
EPCM contractor. Having our own construction and 

FLSmidth is fielding increasing enquiries from the 
local mining sector for its comprehensive and 
innovative range of precious metal extraction 

solutions. Its offering in this arena was significantly 
enhanced in 2009, when the company acquired the 
business of Utah-based Summit Valley, specialists in the 
design and fabrication of modular plants and equipment 
for the extraction of gold and silver. This technology 
includes the industry’s highest capacity electrowinning cell 
used in precious metals recovery.  

innoVATiVe 
precIous metAL eXtrActIoN soLutIoNs

The Summit Valley speciality product range is known 
worldwide, having been used in 24 countries on six 
continents over the last 18 years. This equipment and 
know-how has significantly strengthened FLSmidth’s 
offering in precious metals processing, positioning it as 
the only company in Africa capable of offering a complete 
end-to-end gold solution, drawn from in-house technology.

“Our part of the FLSmidth group specialises in individual 
components, but we also have world class capabilities 

in terms of combining these 
components into customer-
specific integrated gold room 
and plant packages,” Summit 
Valley equipment specialist, 
Cameron Barton said during 
a recent visit to South Africa. 
“We lead the world in gold 
electrolysis and mercury 
vacuum distillation and are 
among the top global companies 
offering indirect fired rotary 
kilns and packaged carbon strip 
systems.” MRA

tereNce osBorN
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WeBsIte: www.flsmidth.comThe ADR plant at Kisladag Mine.

engineering resources, enables us to be very flexible 
during execution. So if one area of a project is behind, we 
can move the workforce to focus on that particular area or 
re-schedule the engineering. That is a lot more difficult to 
do when a project has multiple layers of contractors.

“The other important thing is that when it comes to costs, 
with an EPC contractor there are not margins on margins. 
Not having to contend with layered costs invariably offers a 
better value proposition to a client,” concludes Smith. MRA
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Exploration and mining companies operating in high-
risk malaria regions of Africa can raise awareness 
of the potentially lethal parasite, while ensuring the 

overall wellbeing of their employees through a new malarial 
management course that is available through occupational 
health and safety expert ATA International (ATA).

“We have had requests for such a programme from various 
African-based exploration and mining companies,” says ATA 
International director Trevor Justus.

Malaria remains a huge problem in Africa, and even today, 
remains a potentially fatal illness. Many companies are 
very aware of this and are being very proactive in the way 
that they manage it, adds Justus. For example, under their 
e-mail signatures, they include simple instructions to combat 
the illness. Most camp noticeboards will have anti-malaria 
measures posted on them. Many exploration camps also 
take practical counter measures such as fogging the camp 
sites with insecticide at first and last light.

“There are many simple anti-malaria measures that one 
can take,” says Justus. For example staying indoors at dusk 
and dawn when mosquitoes are most active. Having the air-
conditioning running or a fan circulating the air also lowers 
the risk. “Wear long sleeve shirts with high collars and avoid 
open shoes, and, of course, at night sleep under a mosquito 
net.”

Many companies operating in remote parts of Africa issue 
their staff with a malarial travel kit. Should one contract 
malaria, this kit is invaluable as an interim treatment 
measure until the patient can get to a reliable medical centre.

“We get a lot of the expats who think they have developed 
an immunity and proceed to drop their guard. But, in spite 
of widespread warnings, many of these people continue to 
contract malaria,” Justus continues. 

Justus highlights the fact that the five-day training course 
also focuses on the recovery process following the treatment 
of malaria. “After a patient is treated for malaria, they are 
taught how to manage it when they return to work, and to 
recognise complications early.”

The ATA International programme is focussed on awareness 
and being proactive, rather than the much more expensive 
procedures involved in managing, treating and recuperating 
from malaria. In developing the programme, ATA contacted 
workplace health and wellness leader OCSA, which 
specialises in training and customised programmes. OCSA 

Anti mAlAriAl 
And wellness 
progrAmme 
in great demand

assisted ATA in compiling a malarial management concept 
that also focuses on overall wellness issues, such as the 
monitoring of and counselling for high blood pressure,” he 
notes. 

While the course has an emphasis on malaria, it also serves 
as a refresher programme on general wellness issues. 
“The emphasis today is not becoming ill in the first place,” 
explains Justus adding that much of wellness promotion 
is common sense. “It is measures such a washing hands, 
and appropriate sanitary measures,” continues Justus. For 
example, drinking only bottled water is a sound wellness 
measure, but it is important not to add ice that has been 
made with local unsterilized water. “Only accept fruit that still 
has its skin on. You can then wash it and peel it yourself.”

Something that must be borne in mind, is that should 
someone fall ill at a remote mining site, this puts 
considerable pressure on the limited medical services that 
are available.

The Malarial and Wellness course is run over five days, 
by ATA staff at the customer site. By presenting on site, it 
is possible to reach a far greater target audience, Justus 
explains.

What is important is that by being on site, management can 
also being involved and add its support. “This last factor is 
a great help in ensuring the lasting success of the course,” 
concludes Justus.

ATA International specialises in facilitating emergency 
medicine courses, as well as occupational medicine, 
occupational hygiene, technical rescue, industrial fire-fighting 
and health and safety training courses for professionals 
operating in remote and isolated environments such as 
the oil and gas, mining, infrastructure and construction 
industries. ATA International works in collaboration with 
various leading universities and institutions in order to 
provide high quality medical training to these sectors. 

Workers on mine sites in 
Africa where Malaria is a 
threat need to learn how to 
prevent illness.
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Safety and health is a core business outcome for 
Wade Walker. This leading electrical, control 
and instrumentation contracting company is a 

wholly owned subsidiary of Murray & Roberts and its 
management unanimously subscribes to the value of 
care that safety and health should be inherent in every 
company activity.

“Wade Walker managers are the custodians of safety 
and we underpin our safety philosophy with visible felt 
leadership,” Colin Caister, HSE and HR manager at 
Wade Walker, says. “We strive to visibly demonstrate our 
commitment to safety and are determined to entrench a 
safety conscious culture 24/7 throughout the organisation. 
The success of this dedication to safety is evident in the 
fact that our company has not experienced a single lost 
time injury (LTI) since November 2011 against more than 
2 000 000 manhours worked.”

In terms of safety records on individual projects, the 
company has recorded the project LTI-free (17 months) at 
Exxaro’s Grootegeluk Medupi Expansion Project (GMEP) 
in Limpopo. The bulk of the work on this project involves 
cable racking and cabling with an emphasis on lighting. 
During this project, Wade Walker won the ‘Exxaro Top 
Contractor on Site’ floating trophy on two occasions, 
an award that recognises top performance in safety 
and environmental activities, based on monthly Exxaro 
performance audits. 

The company has also been LTI-free on the Akyem 
project in Ghana for a period of nine months and in joint 
venture with Actom recorded zero LTI’s at Medupi for 
the past 18 months, on a contract which has earned 275 
000 man hours. On its contract at Jwaneng in Botswana, 
Wade Walker completed 26 months on site without any 
LTIs. This approximately 840 000 man hour contract 
recently completed, entailed the supply, erection and 
termination of cabling, racking systems, lighting and small 
power as well as instrumentation installation, calibration 
and cold commissioning within both green and brown 
fields environments.

sAFetY And HeAltH 
iS a COre BUSineSS OUtCOme FOr Wade WaLKer

Caister believes the key to success in the safety arena 
goes far beyond meeting the country’s stringent health 
and safety legislation and includes caring holistically for 
the wellbeing of each individual. This involves ensuring 
employees are not expected to exceed a certain number 
of successive working hours and is closely connected 
to monitoring proper nutrition and providing stress 
management. 

“A safety-conscious company is one that cares for its 
employees, recognising that they are the only assets 
which can never be replaced,” he comments. “We are 
absolutely convinced that the work we do, even in the 
hazardous conditions in which our employees frequently 
work, can be done safely. And we believe we’ve found 
a sustainable balance between working safely and 
productively. This means that our employees return home 
safely from work every day and arrive back at work safely 
the next day.”

Wade Walker adopts a zero tolerance approach to unsafe 
work practices and expects all employees to monitor 
and, if necessary, adjust their behaviour to uphold safety 
at all times. The company adheres to Murray & Robert‘s 
Visible Felt Leadership (VFL) principles and group safety 
philosophy, STOP.THINK.ACT.24/7. This approach 
emphasises the importance of taking action to correct 
unsafe conditions and behaviour, as well as recognising 
positive behaviour, while “24/7” highlights the need to be 
safety-aware at all times, both at work and after hours.

“While we coach and educate our people and always 
try to lead by example, we do expect them to meet and 
adhere to our safety work ethic,” Caister concludes.

tim Wakefield
Wade Walker (Pty) Ltd
tel: +27 011 466 0377
email: tim@wadewalker.co.za
Website: www.wadewalker.co.za

Wade Walker’s good safety record was recognised by Exxaro on 
the Grootegeluk Medupi Expansion Project. 

The bulk of Wade Walker’s work on the Medupi Expansion 
Project involves cable racking and cabling. 

mailto:tim@wadewalker.co.za
http://www.wadewalker.co.za
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Mining or quarrying in its very nature tends to be 
dusty. And until the last century, dust was simply 
regarded as an unfortunate consequence of these 

activities. Often few counter-measures were taken.

What many did not realise was that dust from mining 
operations can be very harmful to health. Ordinary dust 
that we encounter everyday, in our homes, for example, if 
looked at under a microscope, would present a rounded 
particle shape.

However, the most common dust found in mining consists 
of fine silica grains. Under the microscope, these particles 
are jagged with razor sharp edges. When these are 
inhaled into the lungs in large quantities, ultra-fine silica 
particles can be drawn into the air sacs (alveoli). Once 
lodged there, these particles are often not able to be 
expelled from the body. While in the lungs, jagged silica 
particles can damage the internal structure of the lung, 
and as the amount of dust is increasingly breathed in, 
lung function can be impaired.

If enough particles are drawn into the lungs, the victim 
may suffer from a condition called silicosis. Often, the 
presence of silicosis-forming deposits in the lungs, can 
promote the onset of other diseases. Dust also has a 
deleterious effect on eyesight, as over time, fine dust can 
abrade the cornea, and lead to cataract formation.

In a mining environment, dust is particularly prevalent 
on haul roads. Here it poses both a hazard to man and 
machine. From the mechanical perspective, dust clogs 
air filters and fouls engine oil. Dust penetrates between 
moving surfaces and accelerates wear. Having to replace 
components before their full service life due to them either 
being dirty or worn out prematurely is an environmentally 
unsound practice.

Dust-A-Side pioneered the sealing of roads with its 
proprietory technology as long as 30 years ago. With 
Dust-A-Side, trucks could not only 
operate on a dust-free surface, but the 
sealed smooth surface gave greatly 
improved tyre life.

From the point of view of the operator, 
working in dust means not being able 
to see hazards clearly. And with the 
sheer size of today’s massive haul 
trucks, any sort of accident is usually 
serious.

Away from haul roads, an area of 
dust generation which is sometimes 
neglected is ore handling through 
chutes and on conveyors. Here dust 

dust-A-side’s 
HigH PreSSUre miSt SyStemS FOr eFFeCtive 
dUSt SUPPreSSiOn

can pose an environmental hazard, as well as being 
bad for the health of plant operators exposed to dust. In 
certain instances, fugitive dust can pose a safety hazard, 
as airborne coal or metal particles can create a potentially 
explosive situation when mixed with air.

To counter this problem, Dust-A-Side developed its High 
Pressure Mist System. When installed above chutes 
and conveyors, this system produces a fine mist of 10-
micron water droplets. These droplets combine with and 
suppress PM10 and finer dust particles with the minimum 
use of water.

For plant operators, the High Pressure Mist System 
effectively protects them from the hazards of breathable 
dust, as the system exceeds the EPA PM10 standards for 
dust suppression. What is more, the High Pressure Mist 
Systems are quick and easy to install.

High Pressure Mist Systems are designed to be corrosion 
resistant and all pump modules are constructed from 
industrial grade components, being both UL and CE 
rated. The correct levels of misting are ensured by the 
use of programmable controllers working in tandem with 
remotely located sensors.

Dust-A-Side’s High Pressure Mist Systems are portable 
and can be custom configured for particular applications. 
Options for direct drive, belt drive, or variable frequency 
drive pump modules give system flexibility.

Typical applications for Dust-A-Side’s High Pressure Mist 
Systems, would be in rock crushing systems, screening 
applications, coal dust suppression, grain silos, slag 
works, conveyor belt drop points and construction and 
land development sites.

So, whatever the materials handling application is, if it 
creates dust, Dust-A-Side’s High Pressure Mist Systems 
will provide a safer, cost-effective, healthy solution.

Minimum of 80% of respirable dust reduction achieved by employing Dust-A-Side High 
Pressure Mist with HydroPlus.
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On 1 July 2012, 4Elements entered the mining and 
industrial sector with a range of products and 
services that have been carefully assessed and 

analysed to fulfil current market demands:
	 • Air conditioning, heaters and cab pressurisation
	 • Fire suppression
	 • Lubrication, greasing and pumps
	 • Safety, early detection, collision avoidance and 

information systems

These products will be marketed under the following four 
‘pillars’:

4elements 
FOr SUPeriOr PrOteCtiOn
Through its FIRETRACE product, 4Elements is bringing new levels of safety to 
the mining and industrial sector.

cylinder that contains the best fire suppression agent for a 
particular hazard.

Designed for simple installation, often very near the 
source of potential fire, FIRETRACE is a self-activating 
suppression system that reliably suppresses fires in 
seconds. We provide a low maintenance, cost effective 
solution to the problem of ‘micro-environment’ fire 
protection. Micro-environments are applications where the 
hazard is typically contained within a critical enclosure, 
such as equipment, machines, vehicles or storage 
compartments. FIRETRACE systems can be installed 
in virtually any enclosed space where high-value assets 
are located or where an increased risk of fire could be 
mitigated by an automatic fire suppression system.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT AGENT 
FIRETRACE’s systems are compatible with most 
commercially available fire suppression agents, including:
- FM-200® - HFC-125 - 3M™ Novec™ 1230 Fluid
- HFC-23 - Foam - Dry Chemical (ABC, BC, D)
- HFC-236ea - CO2

FIRETRACE SYSTEMS:
• Are the only systems of their type to carry major listings 

and approvals from UL, ULC, FM, CE and more than 
20 other international agencies.

• Are totally self-contained, do not require any type 
of outside electrical source and will remain totally 
operational during power outages.

• Do not require an expensive control panel and are the 
most cost effective automatic fire suppression system 
available.

• Can be designed with most commercially available 
agents including foam and dry chemical, to ensure the 
best agent is used for an application.

• Simple design and application – can normally 
be installed in a few hours, significantly reducing 
expensive labour costs.

• Feature reliable detection tubing that virtually 
eliminates false discharges and subsequent costly 
down time and expense.

• Flexible detection tubing can provide protection in 
difficult and hard-to-reach areas where other detection 
methods cannot be used.

• Rugged detection tubing can be used in harsh 
environments where other types of detection would 
quickly deteriorate and render the system inoperable.

For more detailed information, please contact  
graeme.jardine@4elements.za.com

One of 4Elements’ first moves was to acquire the 
operations of MCC (Mobile Climate Control) Africa. MCC is 
a supplier of mobile heating and air-conditioning systems to 
the earthmoving and mining sector in Southern Africa.

4Elements is also the South African distributor of 
world-renowned, fire suppression brand FIRETRACE. 
FIRETRACE pre-engineered automatic fire suppression 
systems have been field proven for two decades on 
vehicles and equipment operating in harsh environments. 
FIRETRACE has its origins in the late 1980’s in the United 
Kingdom as a special fire hazard fire suppression system. 
Through the 1990’s, the applications expanded to include 
enclosures such as machines, fume hoods, data centres and 
electrical cabinets.

In 2001, the worldwide rights to FIRETRACE saw the value 
in creating fire suppression systems for ‘micro-environments’. 
This concept is simply providing supplemental protection 
that suppresses fire quickly within a protected space before 
combustion spreads. As a result of this supplemental 
protection, fire damage, both direct and collateral, and costs 
associated with cleanup and downtime are significantly 
reduced or eliminated. Available in multiple system sizes 
(ranging from 500g systems to 22,5kg systems) and utilising 
a variety of fire suppressing agent options, FIRETRACE is 
the fire suppression system of choice for virtually all electrical 
and mobile mining equipment.

The effectiveness of a genuine FIRETRACE system comes 
from the proprietary, polymer tubing that will rupture when 
exposed to a flame. This specialised FIRETRACE Detection 
Tubing combines leak resistance, flexibility, durability and 
precise temperature sensitivity, allowing it to react quickly 
when heat from a fire is present. This detection tubing 
connects to a custom engineered valve and a FIRETRACE 
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Total protection for your ASSETS and MICRO-ENVIRONMENT 
against the ravages of FIRE

THE PROBLEM

Protecting surface and underground mining equipment against fires can be challenging. Virtually all of the mobile 
equipment used in mining operations contains large quantities of highly flammable diesel fuel, lubricating oils, and 
hydraulic fluids. The energised electrical equipment used in mining operations also presents an elevated fire risk.

Any fire results in expensive repairs and unscheduled downtime but most importantly, an unchecked and 
uncontrolled equipment fire can pose a serious threat of death or injury.

THE FIRETRACE SOLUTION

Firetrace offers a unique solution for protecting all types of mining equipment 
against the risk of fires. The heart of the Firetrace system is the company’s unique, 
pressurised tubing, which can be routed in and around the hazard areas of the 
mobile and electrical mining equipment. The heat-sensitive tubing is designed to 
burst when exposed to a fire’s radiant heat, which automatically triggers the 
release of the fire extinguishing agent. The detection tubing is immune to gas, 
oil, dirt, vibration and temperature extremes that can cause other fire systems 
to fail, yet is reliable enough to avoid false discharges. The detection tubing is 
located in the hazard area where fires begin, it can react many times faster than 
conventional fire detection systems.

FIRETRACE DIRECT SYSTEM

The Direct System utilises the red detection tubing and the extinguishment 
delivery system. The tubing is installed in and around the fire risk areas. When a 
fire occurs, the tubing will burst at the point of highest heat, forming an effective 
discharge ”nozzle”. The agent is then delivered through the fire quickly and 
thoroughly - right at the point of inception.

FIRETRACE INDIRECT SYSTEM

The Indirect System utilises the tubing as a detection only device! When the 
tubing ruptures, the extinguishing agent is delivered through a network of braided  
hose or stainless steel tubing to strategically placed nozzles within the protected 
enclosure. Indirect systems are available with a manual release option to activate 
the system at the first sign of trouble.

011 552 8239
Unit C2, The Palisades Business Park

39 Kelly Rd, Jet Park
Boksburg, South Africa

For more information or a comprehensive product brochure contact 4elements TODAY!
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The exploration of natural gas in South 
Africa has the potential to yield fruitful 
results in the coming years, says 

professional services firm PwC. “The market 
can expect some deals and transactions in 
the pipeline with the current developments 
taking place onshore and in neighbouring 
Mozambique,” says Chris Bredenhann, PwC 
Energy Leader for Southern Africa. “There are 
also strong indications of a desire to increase 
the level of natural gas in South Africa’s energy 
mix from the Government in the wake of recent 
initiatives.”

Recent energy supply disruptions have highlighted the 
need for integrated energy planning in South Africa. “The 
South African economy is energy constrained and the 
new proposals are intended to encourage investment in 
alternative forms of energy, such as gas,” he says.

There has been a shift in emphasis from primary energy 
resources, such as coal, to alternate forms of energy, 
in the light of the country’s commitment to sustainable 
development. Energy supply in the country is largely 
dependent on coal. Natural gas accounts for a very small 
portion of the energy demand in South Africa (3% versus 
21% globally).  The current demand for natural gas in the 

Natural gas –  
a larger role iN 
sa’s eNergy mix?

country is mainly for gas-to liquids (GTL) and 
the chemical industries, where PetroSA, Sasol 
and some industrial users are the major players 
in the market. 
 
The National Development Plan 2013 calls for 
moves to be made to substitute coal with gas 
in the energy mix, including developing shale 
gas resources. The Integrated Resource Plan, 
which was promulgated in May 2011, lays the 
foundation for South Africa’s energy mix up to 
2030. The plan makes provision for 711 MW 
gas-fired power generation in 2019 to 2021, 

which provides the most likely source of demand for gas 
in South Africa. A further 1 659MW of gas-fired CCGT 
generation capacity is provided for in the 2028 to 2030 
period, bringing the total gas-fired power generation 
capacity up to 2 370 MW.  

According to a recent report released by PwC entitled 
‘The gas equation’, various studies have been carried 
out in the Western Cape to justify the use of gas-fired 
stations. There are proposals by various companies, such 
as Forest Oil Exploration, to commercialise gas reserves 
in the area. Such an initiative will have the advantage of 
reducing the Western Cape’s dependence on electricity 
imported from the rest of the country. 

Presently, about 2300MW 
of electricity is imported to 
the Western Cape. While 
the power is available 
for transmission to the 
Western Cape, there 
are transmission losses 
and power generation 
closer to its final demand 
location is more efficient. 
However, in the absence 
of the development of a 
gas field, South Africa will 
have to rely on imported 
liquefied natural gas 
for the gas-fired power 
generation anticipated in 
the Integrated Resource 
Plan, states the PwC 
report.  

The Minister of Energy 
recently made a section 
34 determination under 

Chris Bredenhann

mailto:sa@hansenindustrialgearboxes.com
http://www.hansenindustrialgearboxes.co.za
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the Energy Act on new generation capacity, which includes 
confirmation of 2652 MW of gas fired base load capacity. 
“This confirms that there is a move towards gas in line with 
what was planned in the Integrated Resource Plan 2010,” 
says Bredenhann. The ministerial decision is to be followed 
by a procurement programme with more details on the 
framework and time frames for the different technologies 
involved. The Government is also in the process of 
reviewing its legislative and regulatory framework, which 
will include a process of reviewing the Gas Act of 2001 and 
the National Energy Regulator Act of 2004. 
 
When having regard to the demand for natural gas, it is 
also important to take the industrial development nodes 
into consideration, as this is potentially where the biggest 
demand for energy will be. The natural gas demand 
opportunities are also more likely to be located in the 
Western Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng and the Eastern 
Cape. Recently the Provincial Government of the Western 
Cape initiated a process to conduct a pre-feasibility 
study into the viability of importing natural gas into the 
province. Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal already have gas 
supplies and there is unsatisfied demand as a result of 
a supply of shortfall and distribution network constraints. 
More recently, Kinetiko, announced that it had spudded 
a second production well in the Amersfoort project 
on Mpumalanga. Kinetiko continues their exploration 
activities and has confirmed prospective gas in place 
of 2.4 tcf for their Amersfoort project. PetroSA is also in 
talks with Mozambique to develop a gas-to-liquids (GTL) 
plant to feed the growing demand for diesel in the country. 
Recent media reports also state that Sasol plans to 

invest up to US$21 billion in two plants in the US to take 
advantage of cheap natural gas.  
 
“The demand for natural gas will also be influenced by 
carbon constraints. It is becoming extremely difficult to 
obtain funding for coal-fired power stations due to the high 
levels of associated greenhouse gas emissions,” says 
Bredenhann. “This will more than likely lead to increased 
demand for natural gas and renewable energy.” 
 
In the interim, South Africa continues to find itself in a 
quandary as the debate continues around fracking. Although 
the moratorium on shale gas exploration has been lifted, 
environmental concerns associated with the exploration and 
extraction of shale gas are considered the most high-profile 
of all barriers to the development of shale gas in the country.  
 
The findings of the PwC research show that there are 
significant barriers to the development of a natural gas 
industry in South Africa. Bredenhann says: “Some of 
these barriers may be overcome, while others may 
prevent the industry from developing.” For instance, the 
analysis suggests that this can be overcome by importing 
natural gas, either by way of pipelines, as is the case with 
Mozambique, or shipping in liquid natural gas.  
 
“There appears to be significant potential for the 
development of natural gas in the country, which, with the 
right incentives, development plans and further pressure to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, will make it possible for 
natural gas to make up a larger share of the total energy 
mix in South Africa,” concludes Bredenhann. MRA 
 

http://www.containerworld.co.za
mailto:info.jhb@containerworld.co.za
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Becker Mining South Africa, specialists in mining 
communications, automation and safety solutions, 
has recently completed the installation of a second 

chairlift system for Aquarius Platinum’s (AQP’s) K6 
Decline project.

This system was designed and manufactured for AQP’s 
Kroondal mine (SA) Pty Ltd at Becker’s Alrode facility, 
according to stringent local and international mine 
haulage safety regulations.

Becker Mining South Africa, which completed the installation 
of the first 380 m chairlift system in 2011, was awarded 
the contract for the second phase in March last year. This 
new contract encompassed the design, manufacture and 
installation of a 530 m chairlift system, with a rope speed of 
1,5 m/s at an 11° incline and the capacity to transport 600 
people an hour, from the surface to dip 1.

“Becker’s modular, low maintenance chairlift systems, with 
a simple, yet robust structure, are designed to transport 
personnel quickly, efficiently and safely underground,” 
says Anthony Labuschagne, product manager, Becker 
Mining South Africa. “The capacity of this system can be 
increased to 900 people an hour, if necessary. 

“A fail-safe braking system, which is spring activated 
and hydraulic released, has been incorporated into the 
system. In emergencies, the chairlift system can also be 
used for transporting injured workers safely back to the 
surface. Another critical safety feature in the installation 
is the EMIS pull key switch system, which has been 
specially modified for this project. A 30 kW energy efficient 
drive motor has also been incorporated into the system.”

This project also encompassed the manufacture 
and installation of the drive house and arch tunnels, 
from the surface to dip 1. Becker Mining South Africa 
was responsible for erecting the chairlift drive house, 
mechanical and electrical installations and all civils work.

NEW CHAIRLIFT 
FOR AQUARIUS

An important feature of the chairlift underground transport 
systems is that it can be supplied with reliable diesel 
driven generator sets to ensure the absolute safety of 
miners in the event of a power outage.  
 
Becker Mining South Africa is committed to providing the 
latest product designs, impeccable manufacturing standards 
and cost efficiency, as well as enhanced safety and total 
reliability of this underground transportation system.

The company has also been awarded the contracts for other 
work at the mine, including pump, leaker feeder installations, 
as well as equipment transport services. MRA

For further information Mr Anthony Labuschagne,  
Becker Mining South Africa
PO Box 124185, Alrode, 1451 
Telephone (011) 617 6320  
Telefax (011) 908 5806                                          
Email: info@za.becker-mining.com
Web: www.za-becker-mining.com

Becker Mining South Africa, specialists in mining 
communications, automation and safety solutions, has recently 
completed the installation of a second chairlift system for 
Aquarius Platinum’s (AQP’s) K6 Decline project .
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Scaffolding, if not properly manufactured and then 
erected professionally, can be a death trap for 
those using it. However, this does not have to be 

so. In Germany, 60 years ago, Wilhelm Layher GmbH 
& Co recognised the need to introduce new levels of 
efficiency and safety into scaffolding support. This saw the 
development of the groundbreaking Allround Scaffolding 
system. This innovative system brings hitherto unknown 
levels of safety, strength and versatility to temporary 
support structures.

Allround Scaffolding is constructed of either hot-dip 
galvanized steel or lightweight aluminium. The heart of the 
Layher system is its simple, unique, bolt-free technology. 
Vertical segments of the system have collar-like ‘rosettes’ 
welded to them. Each rosette has eight openings to 
accommodate wedges. Horizontal segments have a 
mating system that fits over the rosette and is secured 
by a wedge. Once both ends of horizontal brace are in 
place, a hammer blow to the wedges locks the scaffolding 
components rigidly into place. In the rosette, four small 
punched-out openings automatically centre the ledger 
at right angles, while the four larger openings allow the 
optimal angle of alignment to be selected.

Up to eight connections can be made to one rosette which 
allows for unconventional but very strong scaffolding set 
ups. The design of the rosette is such that it will not clog 
with falling grouting or other dirt.

Importantly, as the Layher system does not use bolts and 
clamps, it is much faster to assemble. The locking wedges 
offer a positive locking system, which won’t work loose 
while the scaffolding is being used. No matter the loads 
to which Layher scaffolding is subjected, it will always 
provide a safe secure working platform.

With its innovative design, Layher scaffolding is easy 
to use, and because of the quality of its manufacture, 
is exceptionally long lasting. Layher scaffolding, which 

Layher 
brings new levels of convenience  
and safety to scaffolding

is certified to DIN ISO 9001:2008 standards, offers an 
extensive range of products, which as they are modular 
in design and are compatible across various support 
systems, enables engineers to have maximum flexibility 
when it comes to erecting scaffolding support systems.

When workers are involved in plant installations or various 
complex mining activities where scaffolding is needed, 
it is important that they can concentrate on the task at 
hand, knowing that they are working on completely secure 
platforms.

With Layher scaffolding, mining companies can work 
safely at heights, all the while having the confidence that 
their scaffolding safety is well within legal safety limits.

In South Africa, Layher (Pty) Ltd is geared up to serve 
customers from its brand new fully stocked warehouse 
and office facility in Johannesburg.  With highly visible 
branding in a busy industrial area in Johannesburg, 
Layher now boasts a 2,732m2 facility.  This enables 
Managing Director Guenter Blank, Jaco de Bruyn, and the 
Layher team to increase their service offering and service 
responsiveness to a growing South African customer 
base. The facility also puts Layher in a position to provide 
any solution or product offering across Africa.

“We are helping our customers on major infrastucture 
projects in South Africa, which puts them in the 
advantageous position to offer world-class products on 
complex projects. We also offer expert advice to provide you 
with the best scaffolding solution,” concludes Blank. MRA

guenter f. blank, Managing director, layher (Pty) ltd 
8 ossewa street, cX 48 industrial Park, chloorkop 1619 
tel: +27 11 3931929 
fax: +27 11 3931926 
cell: +27 82 5543668 
email: guenter.blank@layher.com 
www.layher.comLayher’s Johannesburg offices and warehouse.

Layher scaffolding at the Chilean mine.

NOW ALSO PRESENT IN SOUTH AFRICA

LAYHER SCAFFOLDING – THE ORIGINAL
Cut costs, improve safety, increase e�ency.

With Layher, you get the complete package: precision-engineered scaffolding, manufactured exclusively in 
Germany, by means of highly automated processes. Expert advice on the best solution for your project. Hands-
on training and on-site support. Plus a spirit of partnership that transcends conventional supplier relationships. 
The result is greater safety, speed and cost-effectiveness. And greater competitiveness for your business.

www.layher.co.za

Layher (Pty) Ltd  ·  CX 48 Industrial Park  ·  Chloorkop 1619   ·  South Africa
P.O. Box 12095  ·  Edleen 1625  ·  Telephone +27 11 393 1929  ·  Fax  +27 11 393 1926  ·  E-Mail guenter.blank@layher.com

mailto:guenter.blank@layher.com
http://www.layher.com
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With the VEGAPULS 60 series, radar 
measurement of liquids or solids is raised 
to a new level. This universal measurement 

instrument can be used in a wide variety of applications. 

Mining Review Africa spoke to Vega’s Product Manager: 
Radar Ultrasonics Clemens Hengstler about the new 
electronics in this instrument. 

The range of the radar is up to 75 metres, so it can also 
be used in large-scale applications. “As it works on radar 
principles, the VEGAPULS can work in exceptionally 
harsh environments, such as steel furnaces where the 
temperatures can exceed 1400˚C,” explains Hengstler.

As there are no moving mechanical parts, the VEGAPULS 
is exceptionally reliable. Where other measuring devices 
rely on contact with the product, the VEGAPULS does 
not. This lack of contact ensures the product is not 
contaminated, or, in the case of highly acidic solutions, the 
measuring device does not fail prematurely.

“In the mining industry, the range of applications for the 
VEGAPULS is extensive,” he adds. In processing plants, 
it can be used to measure any number of solutions from 
levels of leach solutions to molten metals, where process 
pressures can exceed 160 bar. However, the VEGAPULS 
can also be used to measure levels of solids, such as the 
amount of ore in a receiving bin or stockpile.

Having the reliability of an instrument such as the 
VEGAPULS means that levels are constantly monitored. 

Universal radar 
measUrement

If levels being measured fall too low or rise too high, the 
VEGAPULS can be used to activate an alarm. 

The VEGAPULS’ own internal software interfaces 
seamlessly with common IT process control systems. 
Through higher sampling rates, the accuracy of 
measurement has been increased to + 2mm. Through the 
higher dynamics of the microwave module, sensitivity has 
been raised fivefold. In addition, improved signal analysis 
has been achieved through enhanced echo resolution, 
eliminating false readings.

“Setting up the VEGAPULS 60 series is simplicity 
itself,” says Hengstler. The user only has to select a 
few application parameters, after which the software 
configures itself optimally. This simplifies operation and 
increases measurement reliability. And the VEGAPULS 
only needs an operating voltage of 9.6 volts, which means 
that it can be used independent of the control system or 
power supply unit.

Vega’s indication and adjustment module, PLICSCOM, 
which is standard for all Vega sensors, has been reworked 
and optimised. The new ‘tree’ structure of the menu 
makes setting up simple, this ease of use enhanced by 
the PLICSCOM’s redesigned membrane keyboard.

The electronics module of the new VEGAPULS is 
fully ‘backwardly compatible’. Older Vega sensors 
can be easily upgraded. With well-designed electrical 
connections, these exchanges can be made without the 
need for tools. In terms of preventative maintenance, the 

new electronics of the VEGAPULS 
delivers automatically standardized 
status messages.

The VEGAPULS is available with 
a wide choice of configurations. 
For example, the electronics can 
communicate with the control 
system by means of HART, 
Profibus PA or Foundation 
Fieldbus. The housings are 
available in plastic, stainless 
steel or aluminium with a choice 
of single or double chamber. 
The sensor options include six 
different antenna types to suit 
a comprehensive choice of 
applications.

“In terms of modern measurement 
instruments, the VEGAPULS  
offers unmatched versatility  
and reliability,” concludes 
Hengstler. MRA

Clemens Hengstler (left) with John Groom, MD of Vega Instruments SA, with examples of the 
VEGAPULS 60 series.



Increase In DemanD for onlIne 
mInIng auctIons

With another online auction date being set for an Anglo 
Platinum and Diesel Power mine clearance on 7 March 
2013, it appears that mining houses are buying into, and 
benefitting, from recent movements towards online asset 
disposals.

The latest trend is proving financially viable for the mines 
according to a recent report from Clear Asset online 
auction house, which has a dedicated focus on online 
mining sales. The company secured a stellar 46% of its 
sales in its last auction to international buyers, with sales 
in excess of R35-million. Successful buyers came from 
as far as Zimbabwe, Dubai and Europe with full funds 
received in under a week post confirmation.

At the recent Mining Indaba, attended by 8,000 
people from across the globe, feedback on Africa 
was encouraging. Mark Cutifani, CEO of AngloGold 
Ashanti highlighted that amidst unrest and uncertainty, 
compounded growth in South Africa over the last 18 
years boasted a statistic of 3.2% whilst comparatively 
Australia was 3.4%.

‘’Leveraging off the need to realise working capital and 
streamline where possible, specialised online channels 
have the opportunity to provide structured disposal 
programmes. In line with the call for transparency and 
measured processes, well managed online asset sales 
are gaining significant traction. Post sale reporting with 
comprehensive bid tracking, as well as pre-sale tracking 
to ascertain interest and source of bidders and outreach 
provides a rich source of data to enhance decision 
making,” says MD of Clear Asset Ariella Kuper.

‘’The last auction saw interest from Europe, USA, UAE, 
Zimbabwe, Zambia and Botswana with over 3000 hits 
and a 42% return viewing rate in under three weeks of the 
campaign.’’

The next Clear Asset auction closes on 7 March with a full 
list and due diligence available on www.clearasset.co.za 

Ariella Kuper
ariella@clearasset.co.za.
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“ VEGA sensors guarantee 
optimal usage of your  
silos.” 

Level measurement for all bulk solid materials with 

VEGAPULS radar sensors

VEGA non-contact radars are developed specifically for bulk 

solids level and designed to deliver exact measurements, 

regardless of any ambient dust or noise. They are deployed 

universally for all kinds of bulk solid materials. You save time and 

money through easier installation and a simple setup procedure, 

resulting in a reliable measurement, even during silo filling and 

discharge, maximising the use of your silo capacity.

www.vega.com/za/solids.htm 
Phone +27 11 795 3249

http://www.clearasset.co.za
mailto:ariella@clearasset.co.za
http://www.vega.com/za/solids.htm
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tenoVa Bateman technologIes supplIes 
moDular plant to sIshen

Tenova Bateman Technologies Modular Business Unit has been 
awarded a contract by Kumba Iron Ore Limited, to supply a 
50 tonne per hour (tph) modular beneficiation plant for Sishen 
Mine, in South Africa’s Northern Cape Province. This follows 
after Kumba and Exxaro Resources signed a Joint Development 
Agreement in April 2012 to commercialise the ultra high dense 
medium separation (UHDMS) technology concept developed by 
Exxaro.

The contract for a plant as awarded in September 2012, will  
be commissioned and handed over to the client by the end of 
May 2013.

The plant will be used 
to demonstrate the 
commercial feasibility 
of separating iron ore 
at operating densities 
above 4.2 g/cm3, using the 
cyclone-based UHDMS 
technology. Should the 
demonstration runs prove 
successful, this would offer 
Kumba the opportunity 
to improve separation 
efficiencies above that of 
the jigging technology with 
UHDMS in some particle 
size fractions.

The Tenova Bateman 
Technologies modular 
plant, complete with 
feed and product / waste 
handling arrangements, 
will be fully equipped with 
instrumentation and control 
systems as required for 
demonstration purposes, 

as well as for data gathering needs. The plant will be designed to 
accommodate the higher density material being processed, and 
will include pumps designed to pump the ferrosilicon medium at 
the required densities and volume. 

Tenova Bateman Technologies’ standard size modular DMS 
plants are widely used and proven for a range of commodities 
and in particular, are well suited for areas with hard to access 
terrains. The plants are available as standard permanent-fixture 
processing facilities, as well as demonstration scale units for 
process development testing. Tenova Bateman Technologies 
is committed to investigating, developing and acquiring novel 
technologies that will optimise a client’s return on investment, as 
well as make possible the processing and beneficiation of ores 
that were previously not feasible or practical using conventional 
technologies. A number of alternative technologies for ultra 
high DMS for high density bulk materials are being developed 
by Tenova Bateman Technologies and are nearing commercial 
application. For more information visit www.tenovagroup.com

Nico van Vuuren
Tel: +27 11 899 2233
e-mail: nico.vanvuuren@bateman.com

IncleDon mInIng DIVIsIon 
contInues to oBtaIn 
measuraBle groWth

Despite the recent 
volatility within the local 
mining sector, leading 
fluid conveyance 
and solutions 
provider Incledon 
has consistently 
gained measurable 
market share through 
increased sales 
volumes to mining 
operations across 
South Africa. 

Incledon distributes a wide variety of high-
quality products to the mining industry, 
including; MineFlo high impact PVC pipe, 
T-PVC pipe, steel pipes, pipe fittings, the 
original Plasson range of compression fittings, 
butt weld fittings and flanges, pipe jointing 
systems, HDPE pipes, electrofusion jointing 
systems for HDPE pipes, industrial valves and 
actuators, pipe working tools and pumps.

Incledon divisional director for mining, Gary 
Els, points out that the company’s strategically 
located branches - which are situated in a 
number of mining areas across South Africa, 
have added substantial value to the company’s 
product and service offering to customers in the 
industry. 

“With mining branches strategically located in 
various South African mining towns, including; 
Secunda, Lephalale, Welkom, Klerksdorp, 
Burgersfort and Kathu – Incledon has ensured 
that it is classed as a preferred supplier to 
projects due to its locality, while ensuring that 
turnaround times are minimised and that after 
sales service and support is prioritised,” he 
explains. 

Els highlights the fact that Incledon has 
experienced particular success in the coal, 
iron ore and manganese sectors. “The recent 
labour unrest has had minimal disturbance 
at operational level for the coal, iron ore and 
manganese sectors, with the exception of the 
mines in the Northern Cape region. This has 
resulted in Incledon obtaining exceptional 
financial growth in these regions in particular,” 
he continues. 
 
Gary Els  
Incledon Divisional Director for Mining  
Tel: (011) 323 0800 
Cell: 082 418 8997 
Email: garye@incledon.co.za 
Web: www.incledon.co.za

Incledon divisional 
director for mining, 
Gary Els.

Trial erection of DMS building 
at Rowans Fabricators

http://www.tenovagroup.com
mailto:nico.vanvuuren@bateman.com
mailto:garye@incledon.co.za
http://www.incledon.co.za
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QuarrYIng anD mInIng sectors to BenefIt from unIQue neW VIBro optImaX WIre
Following months of research 
and development, FLSmidth has 
launched a unique new wire under its 
Meshcape™ Screen Media product 
line specifically for screening in the 
quarrying and mining sectors. 
The new Vibro Optimax™ wire was 
developed by FLSmidth in conjunction 
with Scaw Metals Group, and the 
latest trials confirm a significant 
increase in the life of the screens 
compared with existing and opposition 
wire screens. With the innovative 
new Vibro Optimax™ wire, it allows 
for a reduction in wire thickness and 
an increase in the open area of the 
screen which, in turn, improves the 
screen’s efficiency while maintaining 
the original life of the screen.

FLSmidth added the Meshcape™ 
Screen Media product range to 
its extensive portfolio when this 
leading global organisation acquired 
Ludowici in 2012. Ian Hewat, 
FLSmidth’s Meshcape™ Screen 
Media industrial manager, explains 
that continuous R&D remains a 
key focus with this product line and 

one of the specialities has always 
been developing customised screen 
solutions for specific customer 
applications. “The recent acquisition 
by FLSmidth means we now have 
access to the kind of robust backing 
that underpins our R&D strategy.”

Hewat also says that there is a real 
need to reduce costs in the quarrying 
sector, and one of the major ways 
to achieve this is by reducing the 
production cost, hence reducing 
the “cost per ton”. He says this can 
very often be achieved by a full 

Near size aggregate and incorrect machine settings can cause pegging, resulting in loss 
of production.

scale professional audit of the plant 
machinery to balance and maximise 
its performance and identify the best 
possible screen solution, relative 
to cost. This kind of audit would 
amongst other things identify optimal 
machine settings, such as speed and 
stroke, to obtain the correct g-force 
and minimise pegging and blinding. 

Terence Osborn
FLSmidth (Pty) Ltd
Tel: +27 010 210 4820
E-mail: marinda.kerr@flsmidth.com
Website: www.flsmidth.com

mailto:marinda.kerr@flsmidth.com
http://www.flsmidth.com
mailto:info.vtza@voith.com
http://www.rsa.voithturbo.com


DRC’s largest mining and 
energy marketplace 

10 – 11 October 2013, Kinshasa, DRC
15 – 17 October 2013, Lubumbashi, DRC

“Annual international forum brings industrialisation of the mining sector 
in the DR Congo under the spotlight”

For more information contact Jean-Tite Oloumoussié at:
jeantite.oloumoussie@spintelligent.com / +27 21 700 3508

 www.drc.ipad-africa.com

KINSHASA - DRC

DRC MINING &
INFRASTRUCTURE
INDABA

LUBUMBASHI - DRC

KATANGA
MINING
BRIEFING

mailto:jeantite.oloumoussie@spintelligent.com
http://www.drc.ipad-africa.com
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tenoVa taKraf supplIes unIQue sag 
mIll In canaDa

Tenova TAKRAF Africa is completing an order for the 
supply of a 5.5m x 2.75m, hydraulically-driven SAG 
mill to Ontario Graphite, operators of the Kearney Mine 
located in Kearney, Ontario, Canada, about 300 km 
north of Toronto. This is the largest confirmed graphite 
resource in North America.

“Tenova’s scope of work includes the engineering, 
manufacturing, shipping and technical assistance during 
erection of the SAG mill’s feed end, shell, discharge 
end, drive and main bearings, as well as all supporting 
equipment (lubrication and jacking systems),” said 
Tenova TAKRAF engineer Pieter Van Der Walt. 

tWp eXpanDs epcm serVIces  
Into afrIca

Since its inception in 1982, engineering project house 
TWP Projects has developed extensive operational 
knowledge of working in Africa. Now, TWP has 
embarked on an aggressive campaign to extend its 
geographical footprint into Africa beyond the SADC 
region to include sub Saharan countries such as 
Mali, Guinea and others, as far north as Sudan.  The 
company’s aim is to have more than 50% of its income 
generated from sources outside South Africa, with 
Africa being the main contributor through organic 
growth and acquisition.

“We are very excited about the mining and 
infrastructure business in Africa,” says Serge Ngandu, 
TWP’s operations manager – Africa portfolio. 
“Africa has a backlog of construction and a need for 
development. Although there are challenges such as 
logistical constraints, difficult tax regimes and company 
laws, and language barriers, the continent also offers 
excellent opportunities. 

“Our large Africa projects are managed from South 
Africa, but we will have a local presence where it will 
be beneficial to both our clients,” says Ngandu, who 
joined TWP’s African portfolio team in November 2012. 
Ngandu has more than 30 years’ experience in the 
mining industry across a range of commodities and has 
been in technical and executive management positions 
in various countries including the DRC, South Africa, 
Central African Republic, Sierra Leone and France.

TWP and its associated companies are currently 
actively involved in Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Zambia, the DRC, Tanzania, Nigeria and Ghana in gold 
copper, diamonds, platinum, coal, nickel, manganese, 
chrome and iron ore projects.

“By providing a comprehensive one-stop EPCM 
service; a large pool of commodity-specific skills in 
iron ore, copper, coal, gold, diamonds and platinum 
and others; proven skills to successfully manage the 
scope of work to conclusion; availability of an extensive 
infrastructure team; and first-hand experience and 
knowledge of Africa, TWP is well equipped to increase 
its reach into Africa,” says Ngandu. 
   
TWP
Serge Ngandu
E-mail: SNgandu@twp.co.za

TWP’s recent EPCM work included this shaft at Kibali

The mill is a conventional SAG mill in all ways apart from 
its drive assembly and, it is centre-driven at the discharge 
end using a Hagglünds hydraulic motor and powerpack. 
“To date, this is the largest hydraulic motor installed on 
a SAG mill, with 950kW of power, torque of 1200 kN.m 
(start-up) and 650 kN.m (operational), and speed of 
13.86 rpm,” said Van Der Walt.

Since the mill had to be retrofitted to an existing 
foundation, a number of adaptations were required to 
maintain the mill centreline, as well as feed-end and 
discharge-end positions. Certain additions were required 
to anchor the main motor torque arm.

“Centre-driving a mill at the discharge end brings 
significant challenges where the discharge of ground 
material is concerned,” Van Der Walt said. “The parts 
used to connect the motor to the mill trunnion have a 
dual function – to drive the mill and to discharge ground 
material. Exposure of structural parts to abrasive material 
must be avoided to ensure their integrity when exposed 
to high torsional loads during operation and, a special 
discharge/drive drum and protective liner were developed 
to counter possible abrasion,” he said.

A graphic rendering of the SAG mill.

DRC’s largest mining and 
energy marketplace 

10 – 11 October 2013, Kinshasa, DRC
15 – 17 October 2013, Lubumbashi, DRC

“Annual international forum brings industrialisation of the mining sector 
in the DR Congo under the spotlight”

For more information contact Jean-Tite Oloumoussié at:
jeantite.oloumoussie@spintelligent.com / +27 21 700 3508

 www.drc.ipad-africa.com

KINSHASA - DRC

DRC MINING &
INFRASTRUCTURE
INDABA

LUBUMBASHI - DRC

KATANGA
MINING
BRIEFING

mailto:SNgandu@twp.co.za
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Leading black-controlled construction materials group, AfriSam has donated 
a sixteen-seater minibus to Morester Children’s Home in Rustenburg. The 
minibus will be used to transport the resident children to and from school as 
well as take them to functions and other activities which they need to attend. 

“Assisting in this initiative is a natural step for AfriSam as it is in line with 
our community involvement philosophy,” says Tsholo Diale, corporate social 
responsibility manager at AfriSam. “We believe in making a contribution to the 
lives of communities residing in areas within which we conduct our business 
operations and Morester fits this criteria perfectly as it is located a stone’s 
throw away from our Rustenburg readymix operation,” says Diale.

Morester is a temporary place of safety for abandoned children and currently 
provides shelter to 37 children ranging from 0 to 16 years old. The home was 
founded over ten years ago as a place of safety for homeless people, and in 
2006 it started catering for abandoned children.

AfriSam’s involvement with the shelter goes back to 2010 when the company 
provided readymix concrete from its local operation for the home’s newly-built 
playroom. In addition, the company made a monetary contribution for the 
provision of basic necessities for the children.

AfriSam has an intensive CSR programme with a focus on education and 
conservation. The company is involved in various educational projects 
nationwide, with the objective of empowering and equipping communities with 
the knowledge and skills, as well as providing them with the tools and facilities 
to become self-reliant and sustainable. 

The company’s overall Community Involvement mission is to understand the 
needs of society and communities in areas where it does business to make 
meaningful and sustainable contributions to their upliftment.

ABOUT AFRISAM (PTY) LTD
Black-controlled AfriSam is one of the most widely spread Cement, Aggregate 
and Readymix groups in the southern African region, with operations in South 
Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and Tanzania.

Ntaga Mojapelo
Afrisam
Tel : +27 011 670 5541
Email : ntaga.mojapelo@za.afrisam.com
www.afrisam.com 

AFRISAM FULFILS TRANSPORT HOPES FOR 
MORESTER CHILDREN

Handing the minibus over are from left to right: Gerhard Maree, works manager for 
AfriSam’s readymix operation in Rustenburg and Sandra Botha, acting human resources 
executive at AfriSam. Antoinette Christian, house mother at Morester and Helen Lotz 
who is the project manager, received the minibus on behalf of the Children’s Home. 

B&W WORkING ON 
WHIMS

Miner Assmang Ltd, a JV between 
Assore Ltd and ARM Ltd, is 
expanding the recently developed 
Khumani Iron Ore Mine and 
electrical and instrumentation 
company B&W has been contracted 
to install the electrical and 
instrumentation infrastructure for the 
Khumani WHIMS project (Wet High 
Intensity Magnetic Separation).  The 
Khumani development is located 
about 200km northwest of Kimberly 
in the Northern Cape.

The main cable rack route from the Whims 
substation.

B&W’s contract entails the erection 
of supporting steel, runners, 
brackets, cable racking, cabling 
(including strapping), glanding, 
terminating, punching and 
commissioning assistance at the 
plant.

The WHIMS project is being carried 
out on the back of the Khumani 
Expansion Project 10-16 Mt (KEP) 
which was completed in 2012. 
The E&I installation work on the 
WHIMS project commenced in June 
last year (2012) and is set to be 
completed in March 2013.

In the past 38 years, B&W has 
developed into one of South Africa’s 
most successful home grown 
electrical and instrumentation 
(E&I) companies. The company, 
which specialises in installing and 
commissioning E&I infrastructure 
for process plants, listed on the 
Alternative Exchange (AltX) of the 
JSE in July 2007. 

B&W Instrumentation and Electrical  
Tel: (011) 907.1663    
Contact: Mr. Ken Nel   
E.mail: kenn@bwie.co.za   
www.bwie.co.za

mailto:ntaga.mojapelo@za.afrisam.com
http://www.afrisam.com
mailto:kenn@bwie.co.za
http://www.bwie.co.za
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ARANZ GEO RELEASES WORkFLOW SOLUTION LEAPFROG® GEO 
Leapfrog® Geo, the next generation 
in implicit modelling, advances 
modelling for geology and 
mineralisation to provide substantial 
business benefits 

ARANZ Geo Limited, developer of 
3D geological modelling software 
Leapfrog® (www.leapfrog3d.com), 
has recently announced the release 
of Leapfrog Geo, a new workflow-
based solution for modelling geology 
and mineralisation. Leapfrog Geo 
is the next generation in implicit 
modelling and the business benefits 
for users can often be measured 
in millions of dollars, making it an 
essential tool.  

Developed in collaboration 
with industry heavyweights and 
customers, Leapfrog Geo advances 
the techniques pioneered in Leapfrog 
Mining with intuitive workflows that 
simplify operation and enhance 
flexibility.  The focus was on solving 
key problems with geological 
modelling that were significantly 
adding to risk, including not being 
able to quickly and easily look at 
different scenarios and hypotheses, 

and not being able to make the most 
of the latest information. 
 
Shaun Maloney, ARANZ Geo’s 
CEO, says, “It became clear that 
a workflow-based solution would 
simplify model production and make it 
systemised and auditable.  Leapfrog 
Geo allows geologists and business 
managers to stand back and see the 
big picture, better and faster than 
ever.  
 
“Speed, efficiency and flexibility mean 
opportunities can be capitalised on 
and risks identified without delay. 
ROI can also be achieved quicker.  

Modelling deposits  
within a folded,  

faulted and eroded  
syncline with Leapfrog Geo.

So we’re limiting their risk exposure 
and optimising modelling and overall 
operating efficiency.”

LIghT WORk OF MODEL 
BUILDINg
Leapfrog Geo’s speed, agility and 
workflows make light work of building 
multiple models, which can be tested 
against multiple futures. Maloney 
adds, “Decisions are only as good 
as the information they’re based 
on. Leapfrog Geo makes it easy to 
incorporate new data straight away 
and change course when needed, 
which can have a dramatic impact on 
the bottom line.”

NEW BELL kURUMAN BRANCH
Southern Africa remains Bell 
Equipment’s main source of revenue 
and focus area. So says Gary Bell, 
CEO of the Richards Bay-based 
original equipment manufacturer 
speaking at the official opening of a 
Customer Service Centre at Kuruman 
in the Northern Cape Province.

Bell went on to say: “We believe our 
company is in good shape and with 
an exciting range of new product 
offerings, a new series of articulated 
dump truck and investments in 
upgraded facilities such as this one, 
we are showing our loyal and new 
clients that their support of us is well-
founded.”

The new Kuruman Customer Service 
Centre, which replaces a smaller 
older facility, boasts one thousand 
square meters under roof with 
adequate office space, a spares 
department and a workshop with 
overhead crane. The workshop can 
easily accommodate two Bell B50D 
ADTs, the company’s flagship truck.

Loyal customers of Bell Equipment in the Northern Cape attended the opening of the 
new Customer Service Centre at Kuruman. Pictured are from left Gary Bell, CEO Bell 
Equipment; Andre Bergh, owner Oryx Plant; Stephanie Bergh; Berne Bergh and Peter Bell.

http://www.leapfrog3d.com
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ROyAL VISIT FOR BELL EqUIPMENT
His Royal Majesty King Zwelithini 
Goodwill ka BhekuZulu, reigning 
King of the Zulu nation, visited Bell 
Equipment’s head office in Richards 
Bay in February where he was given 
a tour of the factory and a test drive 
of the B50D Articulated Dump Truck, 
the world’s largest ADT currently in 
production.

Joined by her Royal Highness, Queen 
Sibongile of Kwa-Khethomthandayo 
Palace, the royal couple were given a 
rousing welcome by the large crowd 
of Bell employees who gathered for 
this momentous occasion.

In his welcoming address, Bell 
Equipment Chief Executive Gary Bell 
said: “Your Majesty, we have waited 
many years for this occasion to show 
you what the Bell team and citizens 
of your region have achieved in 
both a global context and towards 
the upliftment of our community and 
country, South Africa.”

Some of the highest technology 
earthmoving and mining machinery 
designed and produced in the world 

today comes from Bell Equipment’s 
Richards Bay factory. The company 
has over 3 500 employees directly 
engaged in the manufacture and 
support of Bell products around the 
world, as well as many thousands 
more people indirectly involved in 
the company’s supplier and service 
providers and dealer structures.

Thanda Royal Zulu Football Club 
(TRZFC) is an important link shared 
by  Bell and His Majesty and the visit 
coincided with a home-ground match 
between the Thanda Royal Zulu team 
and Santos. TRZFC is appointed by 
His Majesty and has Bell Equipment 
as its main sponsor.

Highlighting this link, Bell said: “Your 
Majesty, we have a common interest 
in football. We understand the 
importance of sport and the benefits 
that it brings to our local community 
and Bell is proud of the fact that we 
could play a part in bringing a National 
First Division Team to Zululand.

“There are many similarities in sport 
and business and without teamwork, 

discipline, hard work and skills, you 
will not be a winner on the battlefields 
of the world. So whether you are 
Amabhubesi  or Bafana Bafana or 
Bell Equipment, you cannot simply 
demand to succeed.  

In response His Majesty spoke of his 
long-standing relationship with Bell 
Equipment saying that he was very 
happy to be able to visit the factory. 
“What makes me happy is that you 
are representatives of this region 
and when I look at the products you 
are creating I don’t see Black, White 
and Indian; I see a rainbow nation at 
work.”

He spoke about the importance 
of Bell as an employer as well as 
the need to develop the Zululand 
region and the country as a whole by 
developing training structures through 
education and developing agriculture.

Before taking a factory tour Gary Bell 
presented His Majesty with a framed 
photograph of the TRZFC taken in 
front of the Bell factory as a reminder 
of his visit.

(From left): Tiisetso Tsukudu (Director, Bell Equipment), King Zwelithini Goodwill ka BhekuZulu, Queen Sibongile of Kwa-
Khethomthandayo Palace and Gary Bell (Group Chief Executive, Bell Equipment) during a royal visit to the Bell Equipment Company in 
Richards Bay in February. The factory tour included a test drive of the magnificent B50D, the largest articulated dump truck currently in 
production in the world. 
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BMGI SHARES IN PRODUCTIVITy IMPROVEMENT ACCOLADES AT SASOL MINING
Sasol Mining’s team responsible 
for Operations Excellence recently 
won a slew of awards at the annual 
Sasol Mining Inyanda awards gala 
event.  Of particular source of pride 
was the Services Team of the Year 
Award, awarded to the Operations 
Excellence Review and Enablement 
team of which BMGI and other 
support groups and companies are 
part. 

The award was made following 
very good productivity improvement 
results achieved through the review 
and enablement process – as much 
as 20 percent in some instances.

As management and operations 
consultants, BMGI has been a 
partner to Sasol Mining for the  
past four years helping them to 
implement enterprise Lean Six 
Sigma as part of their process 
improvement strategy. The Review 
and Enablement team of 14 people 
– mining, process and efficiency 
and change management experts 
– assists Sasol Mining to drive 
Operations Excellence within  
its production sections at ‘the coal 
face’.

Sasol Mining produces 
approximately 40 million tons of coal 
annually, which is supplied to Sasol’s 
Infrachem and Synfuels plants 
to produce fuel. A portion of the 
production is also exported. In the 
commodity market there is always 
pressure to remain competitive 
through reduced cost and increased 
productivity.

Sasol Mining’s Operations 
Excellence drive is aimed at 
ensuring that it remains competitive 
in this market. Its six mines situated 
in Mpumalanga and the Free State 
comprise a total of 53 different 
production sections, each of which 
produce about 800 000 tons of coal 
per annum.
 
The Review and Enablement team 
approach involves engaging sections 
at the coal face over a period of 12 
to 16 weeks.

The team reviews the application of 
the Operations Excellence process 
in the sections’ daily operations, 
identifies gaps in systems and 
processes and consults on how 

best to address them. Section team 
members are trained and coached 
to execute the necessary changes. 
On the job coaching and training 
are done underground with section 
teams and on surface with the 
leadership teams. BMGI plays a key 
role in the leadership coaching.  

Back Row (Left to Right): Norman Wilson (Mining Consultancy Services – MCS), Leon 
MEyer (MCS), John Olding (MCS), Stan Shaw (BMGI), Alan Moore (MCS), Alex Wagner 
(BMGI), Armand Kuhl (MCS) and John Moore (MCS). Front Row (Left To Right): Janine 
Windt (Sasol Mining), Yolande Du Toit (BMGI), Kobus Fourie (Sasol Mining – Review 
and Enablement Stream Lead), Anette Ferreira (Sasol Corporate Services) and Claire 
Ferguson (Sasol Corporate Services).

BMGI offers the wide-range of 
services companies need to 
succeed. Be it global or local, 
big or small, strategic or tactical, 
BMGI helps find unique solutions 
to specific problems. For more 
information, please visit BMGI’s 
website at www.bmgi.co.za

CLOSING OF THE CEMENT AND CONCRETE INSTITUTE

It is with regret that AfriSam confirms that the Cement and Concrete Institute 
will be closing down. This follows the withdrawal of funding from some of the 
key funding members.  AfriSam believes in the value that the Cement and 
Concrete Institute offered the construction industry and explored various 
other options in an effort to sustain this industry body. Unfortunately, no 
solution could be found. As a result, AfriSam had no choice but to tender its 
resignation from the Cement and Concrete Institute.

The processes required to close this industry body have commenced with 
immediate effect and is expected to take two to three months to complete 
in its entirety. As part of the closure process, AfriSam will participate in the 
steering committee meetings and will play an active role to ensure that this 
process is conducted in a professional, fair and responsible manner.  

AfriSam is regarded as one of the preferred technical centres in the country 
and its product development team in Roodepoort, Johannesburg work closely 
with customers to develop and test products to suit particular specifications 
and applications. AfriSam’s Centre of Product Excellence supports customers 
by providing scientific and technical expertise as well as innovative technical 
solutions.

AfriSam would like to use this opportunity to thank the Cement and Concrete 
Institute for the valuable role it has played in promoting the interest and 
general advancement of the cement and concrete industries as a whole in 
southern Africa over the past 75 years.

For AfriSam: Maxine Nel
Tel: 011 670 5893
E-mail: Maxine.nel@za.afrisam.com

http://www.bmgi.co.za
mailto:Maxine.nel@za.afrisam.com
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CATERPILLAR TO SUPPLy LONGWALL SySTEMS TO FOUR CONSOL MINES
CONSOL Energy Inc., the largest 
producer of coal from underground 
mines in North America, has placed 
orders for Cat® longwall equipment 
including more than 1,100 roof 
supports and totaling nearly US$300 
million. In addition to roof supports, 
the four northern Appalachia mines—
Bailey, Bailey Mine Extension (BMX), 
Robinson Run and Shoemaker—will 
get two armored face conveyors, a 
shearer and three shield haulers. 
CONSOL also is equipping all four 
longwall systems with the Cat PMC®-R 
electro-hydraulic control system for 
advanced automation and Cat Detect 
Personnel, a personnel proximity 
detection system designed to 
enhance the safety of miners working 
around longwall systems. Delivery of 
equipment will be completed in 2013.

“Consistent with CONSOL Energy’s 
core values of safety, compliance and 
continuous improvement, the new 
Cat technology incorporated within 
this equipment will help us improve 
the safety and efficiency of all four 
mines,” commented Bart Hyita, chief 
operating officer, Energy Operations 
for CONSOL Energy. “We are excited 
to deploy the latest innovations 
that Caterpillar has to offer and are 
confident that they will allow us to 
continue to improve safety and to 
be the lowest cost producer in the 
United States and to maintain our 
competitive position in domestic and 
international coal markets.”

In addition to the four mines receiving 
complete roof support systems from 
the Caterpillar facilities in Lünen, 
Germany, CONSOL’s McElroy Mine 
will receive 60 roof supports to be 
used in extending the longwall face. 
Also, the Enlow Fork Mine as well as 
Shoemaker will upgrade to Cat PMC-R 
electro-hydraulic control systems. After 
retrofit of the old systems, CONSOL 
will operate a total of nine faces with 
PMC-R control systems. Of these, 
CONSOL will equip seven longwalls 
with Cat Detect Personnel. CONSOL 
plans to make the use of PMC-R 
controls standard in all its mines.

MININg ThE PITTSBURgh 8 SEAM
All of the CONSOL mines getting new 
equipment are mining the Pittsburgh 
8 Coal Seam in southwestern 
Pennsylvania and northern West 
Virginia. The Bailey and BMX mines 
in Pennsylvania will take delivery 

of 25.4-tonne roof supports with 
380-mm diameter props. The roof 
supports will operate on 1750-mm 
centers and have an operating 
range of 1.295 to 2.743 meters. The 
Shoemaker and Robinson Run mines 
in West Virginia will operate 22.9-
tonne roof supports with 345-mm 
diameter props, with an operating 
range of 1.245 to 2.743 meters. All 
four mines will have identical face 
end supports weighing 29.8-tonnes 
and having an operating range of 
1.295 to3.048 meters.

MONITORINg AND AUTOMATION
The PMC-R electro-hydraulic control 
system operating each longwall has 
sufficient computing power and data 
transfer speed to allow adding remote 
and semi-autonomous face operation.  
All roof supports will be readied for 
the retrofit installation of the Cat 
MotionMonitor system. MotionMonitor 
employs the use of several 
strategically placed inclinometers that 
supply angularity data to the PMC-R 
system. With this data the system can 
calculate the geometric attitude (pitch, 
roll and yaw) of each roof support. 
That information is needed to steer 
the face when operating in a semi-
autonomous or autonomous mode.

By monitoring the angular rate-
of-change during times when the 
roof support has not been given a 
command to move, the system also 
can be used to detect unexpected 
movement of roof supports as well 
as roof convergence. The detection 
of unexpected movements helps in 
preventing equipment collisions and 
enhances prediction of impending 
geologic activity such as rockbursts.  

All roof supports will be equipped 
with Cat Detect Personnel, part of the 

Detect capability set of Cat MineStar™ 
System. The system has the ability 
to accurately and reliably identify the 
presence of personnel and to transmit 
this information in real time to the 
local roof support control system to 
allow appropriate action to be taken 
to prevent injury.

FAcE cONvEYORS
The BMX Mine will be supplied with 
two complete 470-meter-long PF6 
armored face conveyor (AFC) systems 
equipped with P-65 Controlled Start 
Transmissions (CSTs) and KP-65 CST 
AFC drive with installed power of 3 x 
1200 kW. These PF6 AFCs have a 
width of 1.142 meters and can convey 
a maximum of 3,500 tonnes of coal 
per hour.

The PF6 design separates wear 
parts from structural parts. The 
combination of welded and cast pans 
achieves an anticipated three-fold 
increase in the life of structural plates. 
The replaceable top race is made 
of extremely hard, wear-resistant 
materials while the supporting 
structural parts are made of high-
strength steels. Robot welders attach 
the top race with standard welds that 
can be removed automatically for 
trough replacement. The innovative 
design combined with precision 
engineering and smooth rolled steel 
surfaces results in a substantial 
reduction of friction and wear, making 
the PF6 ideal for ultra-long panels.

For more information visit: mining.cat.
com/products/underground-mining/
longwall

Europe, Africa, Middle East
Francine Shore:  
Shore_Francine_M@cat.com
General E.mail: Cat_Trade_Press@cat.com

Cat roof supports for Bailey Mine displayed at MINExpo

mailto:Shore_Francine_M@cat.com
mailto:Cat_Trade_Press@cat.com
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CONTINUOUS OPERATOR TRAINING AT JOHNSON CRANE HIRE

Mobile crane hire company Johnson 
Crane Hire runs a fully-fledged 
in-house Training School for 
crane operators in Vanderbijlpark 
that graduates about 24 certified 
operators for the business every year.  
The company is one of the industry’s 
few accredited training service 
providers with the school’s training 
team having 86 years combined 
experience in the industry.

The Johnson Crane Hire Training 
School is subsidised by the company 
and trainee operators on course 
remain on full salary. 

“We’ve created a career path for both 
new and existing employees who wish 
to become crane operators,” Gordon 
Muller, training manager at Johnson 
Crane Hire, explains. “The criteria for 
new employees include a matric pass 
and a Code 14 driver’s licence.  

“All would-be operators are appointed 
as crane assistants for a period of 12 
to 18 months and form part of a crane 
support crew. In this environment 
they begin to learn about safety and 
gather basic knowledge about crane 
operation and site management. 
From this group we select the 
candidates for operator training.”
Before prospective candidates are 
given the green light to embark on 
their novice operator training, Muller 
and his team request personality 

and capability evaluations from each 
applicant’s branch manager and from 
the crane operators assisted by the 
applicants while in a support crew.

Each intake comprises six trainee 
novice Operators who embark on 
a full-time eight week course at the 
Vanderbijlpark facility, where they are 
provided with accommodation and 
canteen facilities. During this time they 
work through nine training modules, 
including both theoretical and practical 
exercises. The practical training is 
undertaken on two truck mounted 
cranes and one rough terrain unit 
permanently deployed at the Johnson 
Crane Hire Training School.

“As each module is completed, the 
candidates undertake formative tests 
to determine if they have absorbed 
sufficient knowledge and skill,” 
explains Muller. “At the end of the 
course they take a final theory exam 
with a minimum pass rate of 75%. 
Candidates must also pass a final 
practical exam during which they 
demonstrate their new competencies 
in a simulated work environment. 
Those who pass are granted 
Certificates of Competency and are 
then required to complete 60 hours of 
on-site supervised work on the crane 
they will be operating when they 
qualify. If they pass the subsequent 
assessment, they are then granted 
full crane operator status.

Johnson Crane Hire is one of the industry’s few accredited training service providers.

“Every single operator in our 
company has been proven to be 
competent in all aspects of crane 
operation,” he adds. “This ongoing 
preparation of new crane operators 
is an important component of the 
company’s succession planning, 
not only ensuring that we will 
be able to call on well qualified 
replacements as the older operators 
reach retirement age, but also 
guaranteeing a pool of operators for 
our expanding crane fleet. 

Qualified Johnson Crane Hire  
crane operators also have the 
opportunity to upgrade their 
competencies and work their way  
up to a qualification allowing 
them to operate the highest 
capacity cranes in the fleet. By 
law, each operator is required to 
be re-certified every 24 months, 
including undergoing a full medical 
examination annually. 

“We believe that by carrying out our 
own training activities, we can be 
absolutely confident that our crane 
operators are appropriately skilled 
to operate our cranes and carry 
out even the most exacting lifts,” 
concludes Muller.

Alison Dickson
Johnson Crane Hire
Tel: +27 (0)11 455 9258
www.jch.co.za 

http://www.jch.co.za
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EXPANDED SERVICE OFFERING GIVES IMPERIAL 
DISTRIBUTION THE EDGE WITH JOy GLOBAL MINING
Mining equipment manufacturer 
Joy Global Mining has awarded the 
outsource contract for its distribution 
service to Imperial Distribution, part 
of the Imperial Logistics Group. The 
three-and-a-half year contract, which 
was won on open tender, represents 
the company’s first in the mining 
industry.

“We see this as an exciting opportunity 
to expand into the mining sector,” 
comments Imperial Distribution 
managing director Heinrich Strauss. 
He explains that Joy Global Mining’s 
distribution network comprises two 
components. “On the one side, there 
is an abnormals company, which 
transports the heavy machines, while 
the other element – and the contract 
we have secured – is the distribution 
network for spares and parts 
replenishment to the mines, as well as 
the breakdown service.”

Imperial Distribution differentiated 
itself from its competitors with a full 
distribution service offering. “As a 
distribution expert, we do much more 
than just provide trucks,” Strauss 
stresses. “We offer planning and 
transport management systems, 
proof-of-delivery (POD) management, 
proof-of-delivery automation 
(PDA), as well as exceptional 
responsiveness on the breakdown 
service.” The latter is critical, he 
notes, since the breakdown service 
demands an extremely high level of 
service and very short turnaround 
time, in order to minimise the costly 
repercussions of downtime at a 
mine. “The breakdown side of the 

distribution contract is very dynamic 
and very intense, with 24/7 service.” 
The spares and parts replenishment 
distribution runs according to a daily 
plan, and Imperial Distribution is 
already adding value for the client by 
optimising routes and planning.

A dedicated staff complement of 15 
drivers and three management staff 
have been allocated to Joy Global 
Mining, and will operate from the 
company’s Wadeville premises. Up 
to 10 additional flexi-time employees 
are on hand to assist when needed, 
Strauss explains. Imperial Distribution 
will run a dedicated fleet of seven 
breakdown vehicles for Joy Global 
Mining, along with six vehicles for 
stock replenishment. “One of the 
advantages that our client will gain 
– and which we have already been 
able to leverage – is our ability to call 
on Imperial Truck Rental to supply 
excess capacity when more trucks 
are needed,” he adds.

Driving costs down, while maintaining 
critical service levels – particularly on 
the breakdown side – is what Strauss 
sees as Imperial Distribution’s 
greatest challenge on this new 
contract. The company is also 
committed to providing Joy Global 
Mining with optimal administration 
services, he concludes.

Imperial Distribution is a specialised 
third party logistics (3PL) service 
provider with more than 80 customer 
sites in the FMCG, retail, packaging 
and construction industries around 
South Africa. 

LIVIERO APPOINTMENT: 
MINING PLANT DIRECTOR

Jan Steyn has been appointed 
mining plant director at Liviero Plant. 
Commenting on his appointment, 
Liviero CEO Neil Cloete notes that with 
the group’s entry into the open cast 
mining sector, its mining plant holding 
has grown significantly. “We are at the 
point where this aspect of our business 
needs focused and specialist attention, 
and we are delighted to have Jan on 
board,” he states.

Steyn will be based at Liviero’s 
Middelburg office. He was previously 
operations manager for Hitachi. His 
experience prior to that included 
managing 800 earthmoving 
machines, 300 LDVs, service trucks, 
crane trucks, tyre handlers and low 
beds, as engineering manager for 
Megacube Mining (which was originally 
Scharrighuizen Opencast). 

“Jan’s considerable experience will 
bring a wealth of knowledge to both 
Liviero Plant and Liviero Mining, and 
will further strengthen the foundation 
that we are building to support our 
mining endeavours and to ensure the 
sustainability of our group assets,” 
Cloete concludes.

Liviero is a 29-year-old family owned 
construction company that has grown 
into a national business delivering 
prestigious contracts throughout South 
Africa.  

Liviero is a level 2 BBBEE accredited 
contractor focused on the Building, 
Concrete, Roads & Earthworks, Civils, 
Plant Hire and Open Cast Mining 
sectors of the construction industry.

The company, the first privately owned 
construction company to receive a 
9GB CIDB rating, has a reputation for 
producing quality work under pressure 
and has the ability to react quickly to 
the ever-changing market. The Group 
is also rated a CIDB 9 CE rating.

Jan Steyn
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VIBRATING TABLES DELIVER EFFICIENT COMPACTION

Cougar® Vibrating Tables from Martin Engineering 
are designed to settle a broad range of bulk 

materials with different densities and particle sizes. 

Cougar® Vibrating Tables from Martin 
Engineering are designed to settle 
a broad range of bulk materials, 
helping packagers and manufacturers 
compact a variety of bulk solids 
with different densities and particle 
sizes. All models are equipped with 
a variable-frequency drive and digital 
readout for exceptionally consistent 
vibration cycles. Originally developed 
for use in packaging applications, 
the rugged industrial tables are now 
finding utility in manufacturing precast 
countertops, architectural panels, 
pavers and other concrete products.
  
The heavy-duty construction and 
reliability of the units are also proving 
to be key benefits in product testing 
applications, as engineers employ the 
tables to develop consistent, repeatable 
durability testing for components and 
finished designs. All vibrating tables 
from Martin Engineering are equipped 
with Cougar® Electric Vibrators, 
an industry-leading brand that has 
earned a reputation for performance 
and longevity through six decades of 
industrial service.  Cougar Vibration 
was acquired by Martin Engineering in 
2010.  

Available in working heights of 30” 
and 36” for operator convenience, 
Cougar® Vibrating Tables feature 
pneumatic isolation for quiet, efficient 
operation.  Standard designs can be 
ordered in 24” x 24”, 36” x 36” and 
36” x 72” sizes, all with an adjustable 
table lip that’s also easily removable.
“With the variable-frequency drive, 
these tables are extremely versatile,” 
observed Martin Engineering Account 
Manager Larry Horre. “They’re 
flexible enough to use for a wide 
range of applications and bulk solids. 
A single regulator makes adjustments 
easy and ensures equal pressure in 
each isolator,” he said.  

Depending on the application, the 
tables can be equipped with a pair 
of counter-rotating vibrators to 
suit specific bulk materials. Martin 
Engineering offers all models on 
casters or with bolt-ready feet, in 
standard voltages from 115V to 575V.

Founded in 1944, Martin Engineering 
is the world leader in making 
bulk materials handling cleaner, 
safer and more productive. The 
company supplies flow aids and 
conveyor products around the 

world for a wide variety of bulk 
material applications, including coal, 
cement / clinker, rock / aggregate, 
biomass, grain, pharmaceuticals, 
food and other materials. The firm 
is headquartered in Neponset, IL, 
offering manufacturing, sales and 
service from factory-owned business 
units in Brazil, China, France, 
Germany, Indonesia, Mexico, South 
Africa, Turkey, India and the UK, and 
under exclusive license with ESS 

Australia. For more information, visit 
www.martin-eng.com or call (309) 
852-2384. Global representatives for 
Martin Engineering can be found at 
www.martin-eng.com/rep-finder.   

Martin Engineering     
One Martin Place, Neponset, IL 61345 
Tel: (309) 852-2384 
Toll-free: (800) 544-2947
Fax: (800) 814-1553
Email:  info@martin-eng.com 

NEW ENI MD UPBEAT ABOUT GROWING MARkET SHARE 
IN AFRICA
As part of the Zest WEG Group, EnI 
Electrical is able to offer a packaged 
supply solution that significantly 
reduces the risks and costs for 
engineering houses in the mining 
sector. According to Trevor Naude, 

newly appointed managing director 
of this Zest WEG Group company, 
this solution will continue to be a 
key strength that attracts increasing 
market share.

Established in 1984 by brothers 
Richard and Robert Miller, EnI 
Electrical has made vigorous 
progress to the current day, with 
the company experiencing a total 
percentage growth of nearly 400% 
over the last three years. 

“The Miller brothers’ vision was 
to create a legacy — a company 
that would provide a full service 
electrical and instrumentation offering 
across the board, at the same 
time being a business that would 
remain passionate about people and 
customer care,” Naude says. “This 
has always been the foundation ethos 
of the company.”

Zest Electric Motors acquired a 
majority shareholding in EnI Electrical 

Trevor Naude has been appointed as the 
managing director of EnI Electrical.

http://www.martin-eng.com
http://www.martin-eng.com/rep-finder
mailto:info@martin-eng.com
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in 2008, drawing the thriving electrical 
and instrumentation company along 
with it into the Zest WEG Group when 
WEG Brazil acquired Zest in 2010.

“Our far-reaching vision for EnI 
Electrical has become a reality over 
the years and today we have a firm 
foothold on the African continent, with 
a strong track record of numerous 
large projects successfully completed,” 
Richard Miller, outgoing managing 
director of EnI Electrical, says. 

Naude says that customers beyond 
South Africa’s borders are now 
supported by EnI Electrical Ghana, 
EnI Electrical Zambia and EnI 
Electrical Mozambique and the 
company is currently in the process of 
establishing anther two fully fledged 
companies in Tanzania and in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). 

“Africa contributes a major portion 
to the business and the region will 

Faso, Samancor Meyerton furnace 
upgrade, Goldfields South Deep 
Expansion, Xstrata’s Tswelopele sinter 
and pelletising plant in Rustenburg, 
Petra Diamonds’ Cullinan DMS 
plant and two gold mine expansions 
for Barrick Gold in Tanzania. EnI 
Electrical has also completed projects 
in Uganda, Ghana, Zimbabwe, Mali, 
Namibia and the DRC.

MARkET DIFFERENTIATORS
Naude says EnI Electrical’s key 
market differentiators include its 
quick thinking and dynamic approach 
that creates a great deal of flexibility 
in terms of meeting the needs of 
engineering companies and mining 
houses in Africa. Other important 
factors are its in-depth understanding 
of the changing requirements of this 
market when it comes to electrical 
construction needs and the ability 
to meet these needs by deploying 
people with the required skills levels. 
EnI Electrical also has the manpower 
and resources to ensure that, where 
necessary, projects can be fast-
tracked. In addition, these front line 
personnel are able to source world 
class products from the other Zest 
WEG Group companies.  

“We pride ourselves on our ability 
to project manage effectively, with 
a resilient cost leadership approach 
and a solid understanding of the 
logistics specific to operating on 
this continent,” Naude adds. “Our 
strong work ethic has engendered 
an operating philosophy whereby all 
projects are completed satisfactorily 
to client requirements.”

Safety is the company’s cornerstone 
and EnI Electrical has a robust 
safety track record across all 
operational sites to bear out this 
claim. Risk assessments are 
undertaken on each project and 
responsibility for safety on site is 
undertaken by a dedicated safety 
officer supported by an in-house 
safety manager. Ongoing safety 
training company-wide ensures that 
personnel are kept abreast of the 
latest technology, applications and 
safety requirements. Environmental 
obligations are also high priority and 
care is taken to meet all requisites.

Jamie Wilson
Zest Weg Group
Tel:+27 011 723 6000
E-mail: jamiew@zest.co.za
www.zest.co.za

remain our focus. It’s essential that 
we maintain a local representation in 
each country, allowing us to leverage 
off local knowledge and relationships 
and ensure that we provide the most 
appropriate service and support in 
each region,” Naude continues. 

“In the coming years our company will 
continue to be focused on electrical 
construction and we intend to increase 
our market share even further. At 
the moment, the biggest projects are 
happening beyond South Africa’s 
borders and we’re making sure that 
we not only support our existing 
customers, but are ideally positioned 
to take part in the future growth 
anticipated in the African mining 
sector.”

Notable projects successfully 
completed during 2012 include the 
Beira Coal Terminal in Mozambique, 
Konkola North Copper Project in 
Zambia, Nantou Mining in Burkina 

mailto:jamiew@zest.co.za
http://www.zest.co.za
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AS NEW SOUTH AFRICAN DISTRIBUTOR
Trolex, one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of gas detection 
and environmental monitoring 
systems, has just appointed SP 
Mine Safety SA (Pty) Ltd as its new 
distribution partner in South Africa.  
This follows hard on the heels of a 
distribution agreement only recently 
set up in December 2012, for Strata 
Worldwide to handle Trolex products 
in the US market.   

Strata’s subsidiary in South 
Africa, SP Mine Safety SA (Pty) 
Ltd is located an hour outside 
Johannesburg.  It will now be able to 
offer Trolex systems for replacement 
or upgrading of existing monitoring 
systems underground, as well as 
integrating with Strata wireless 
networks to provide continuous 
data retrieval.  Installation and 
maintenance on the systems can 
be performed by general plant 
maintenance personnel which 
provides low recurring operation 
costs. Strata will, however, offer 
customers full technical and 
application service packages and 

will also assist with installation, 
commissioning, service and support 
as required.  

Commenting on the new partnership, 
Trolex Managing Director Glyn 
Pierce-Jones said, “There is an 
excellent alignment between our two 
companies and we are delighted to 
be working with Strata with whom we 
share a common goal of providing 
mine-wide safety solutions.

This new partnership will allow us 
to maintain our market leadership 
in gas monitoring systems in South 
Africa which we have established 
over the last 30 years”.

Strata Worldwide is a global leader 
in mine safety products which 
includes wireless communications 
and tracking systems, emergency 
mine refuge chambers, proximity 
detection systems and collision 
avoidance systems.
  
Talking about the new relationship, 
Jonathan Metcalf, Strata South Africa 

General Manager added, “ We are 
extremely excited to be partnering 
with Trolex to offer its technology in 
the South African market.  

It has been Strata’s vision to offer 
completely wireless, battery powered 
and intrinsically safe atmospheric 
monitoring systems, which include 
the additional safety benefits of 
post-accident monitoring and data 
retrieval.”  

Trolex systems and products 
are relied on the world over to 
detect gases, monitor other key 
environmental conditions and 
optimise machinery performance in 
the mining and tunnelling industries.  
They’re intrinsically safe, carry 
independent accreditation and are at 
the forefront of safety and condition 
monitoring technology.

Further information on products is 
available from Trolex Ltd on 0161 483 
1435, email sales@trolex.com or by 
visiting the company’s website at  
www.trolex.com

mailto:sales@trolex.com
http://www.trolex.com
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TENOVA PyROMET LAUNCHES DEDICATED CLIENT SUPPORT SERVICE
Tenova Pyromet, a Tenova Mining 
& Minerals company, has launched 
a worldwide client support service 
to the global users of Tenova 
Pyromet key technologies, providing 
post-project and aftermarket 
assistance to enable furnace 
operators to maximise their 
operational efficiencies. The service 
is also available to users of other 
technologies.

The comprehensive client support 
service ranges from on-site 
technical assistance, through to 
supply and installation of copper 
products and spare equipment, on-
site assistance during shutdowns 
and rebuilds, close-out of capital 
projects and support to clients 
with cold and hot-commissioning. 
Operational training for clients on 
furnace equipment and technical 
training on equipment maintenance 
are also offered. 

“Tenova Pyromet’s Client Support 
Service brings together the 
company’s existing aftermarket/
post-project services, which fall into 
three broad areas: post switch-in 
technical support, copper products 
and spare equipment and technical 
assistance with close out issues. 
With each of these having the 
shared objective of maximising 
reliability and efficiency of clients’ 
smelting operations, integrating 
these into a singular client support 
service makes great sense,” says 
Werner Roberts, Manager: Tenova 
Pyromet Client Support. 

The new service offers the furnace 
industry Tenova Pyromet’s in-
depth knowledge and experience 
in ferroalloys and base metals 
smelting processes, complemented 
by its extensive list of successful 
furnace projects worldwide, 
through people who have deep and 
broad smelting and maintenance 
backgrounds.

“Tenova Pyromet boasts a unique 
source of process, engineering 
and development capabilities, 
a key advantage of the client 
support service, with this expertise 
immediately on-hand to resolve 

client technical issues,” notes 
Roberts.

“As leaders in the supply of AC 
and DC furnaces and complete 
smelting plants, we have developed 
an intimate understanding of our 
clients’ technology and technical 
support needs, through leveraging 
off the client knowledge and 
understanding that we have 
gained through our on-going client 
interactions. This enables us to 
provide a proactive service for 
ensuring that clients’ furnaces 
operate at optimum availability.” 

The service also provides Tenova 
Pyromet with an invaluable 
channel for clients to feed 
technical information relating to 
their experiences back to the 
company’s furnace process design 
and technology capabilities areas. 
This enables Tenova Pyromet to 
stay at the forefront of industry 
improvements and developments.

“In this highly cost-sensitive 
industry, we see a strong need for 
continuous improvement in our 
process design and technology 
capabilities. Experience from the 
field and client collaboration are 
critical for our achievement of this,” 
says Roberts.

Tenova Pyromet is committed to 
rapid enquiry response handling 
and to providing full progress 
reporting throughout the duration 
of any service process, such as the 
delivery of spare equipment.

“Tenova Pyromet’s spares service 
is not limited to the supply of 
proprietary spares. It also covers 
a full range of industry spares, 
providing clients with the ease of 
ordering their full suite of start-
up and operational spares needs 
from a single source. In addition, 
Tenova Pyromet offers clients 
full contracting flexibility, based 
on clients’ general preference for 
turnkey solutions, ranging from 
manufacture and procurement 
of spare equipment, through to 
installation and commissioning,” 
notes Roberts. 

With his more than 20 years’ 
experience in the furnace industry, 
Tenova Pyromet’s Client Support 
Service is headed by Werner 
Roberts, supported by Ryan Butler, 
Manager: Copper Products and 
Spares and Charles O’Reilly, Post 
Switch-In Services Manager.

The Tenova Pyromet Client Support 
Service is being promoted via road 
shows, which will be held at the 
beginning of every year. “Our aim 
is to liaise with our clients through 
these road shows in order to give 
them sufficient time to assess their 
needs for our services, in time for 
their rebuilds and outages, which 
traditionally take place from May to 
August in South Africa,” concludes 
Roberts.

Tenova Pyromet is a leading 
company in design and supply of 
high capacity AC and DC furnaces 
and complete smelting plants for 
production of ferroalloys, base 
metals, slag cleaning and refining. 
Tenova Pyromet also designs and 
supplies equipment for material 
handling and pre-treatment, 
alloy conversion and refining, 
granulation of metal, matte and 
slag, furnace off-gas fume collection 
and treatment, and treatment of 
hazardous dusts and waste. Tenova 
Pyromet has several technologies 
to reduce operating costs and 
production power consumption.

Tenova Mining & Minerals is a total 
integrated solutions provider to 
the global mining, bulk materials 
handling and minerals beneficiation 
and processing sectors, offering 
innovative technological solutions 
and full process and commodity 
knowledge across the mining 
industry value chain. 

Tenova is a worldwide supplier of 
advanced technologies, products, 
and engineering services for the 
iron & steel and mining industries. 
More information is available at 
www.tenovagroup.com.

General Enquiries: 
Tel: +27 11 480 2000
E-mail werner.roberts@za.tenovagroup.com    

http://www.tenovagroup.com
mailto:werner.roberts@za.tenovagroup.com
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Specialised Steel Foundry Manufacturing Chrome Moly Mill Liners.

WHEN YOUR PROFITS 
ARE ON THE FRONTLINE,
FAST TURNAROUND
IS CRITICAL

After being in the mill liner business for 75 years you can rely on our quality, expertise 
and specialist hands-on services to support your milling operation.

mailto:prima@primaindustrial.co.za
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